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Abstract: The ADM formalism is reviewed and techniques for decomposing generic components of metric,
connection and curvature are obtained. These techniques will turn out to be enough to decompose not
only Einstein equations but also covariant conservation laws.
Then a number of independent sets of hypotheses that are sufficient (though non–necessary) to obtain stan-
dard ADM quantities (and Hamiltonian) from covariant conservation laws are considered. This determines
explicitely the range in which standard techniques are equivalent to covariant conserved quantities.
The Schwarzschild metric in different coordinates is then considered, showing how the standard ADM
quantities fail dramatically in non-Cartesian coordinates or even worse when asymptotically flatness is not
manifest; while, in view of their covariance, covariant conservation laws give the correct result in all cases.
1. Introduction
Almost a century after the birth of GR there is yet no universal consensus on how energy,
momentum and other conserved quantities should be defined in it from a fundamental viewpoint.
There is a number of simple situations in which everybody agrees on the expected result, but
such results can be obtained from a great number of, quite different, prescriptions that usually
differ when used in a generic situation.
From a fundamental viewpoint the situation could not be worse: some people use prescrip-
tions based on pseudotensors (here this term refers to coordinate expressions with non-tensorial,
sometimes undetermined, transformation properties) argueing that generally covariant prescrip-
tions cannot catch physical properties of conserved quantities; some use covariant prescriptions
argueing that non-covariant objects have no meaning in GR. The main reason to defend co-
variant conserved quantities in GR is that, according to the general covariance principle, if
conserved quantities were intrinsically non-covariant they would be irrelevant to the descrip-
tion of Nature. Here we are using general covariance principle in the naive form: one can
describe Physics in an observer independent way, that is just the definition of what one should
understand for a (classical) Nature which exists out there independently of the observer. This is
enough for us to accept at least the challenge to understand conserved quantities on a covariant
∗
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stance.
Let us stress here once for all that obeying general covariance principle does not mean to
use always intrinsic quantities or covariant expressions. On the contrary, one necessarily has
to break the coordinate gauge at some stage to compare results with experiments; see [1].
Experiments are by their own nature performed in some coordinate system set by some observer
which (or who) has set its own conventions for determining position and time of events.
To be precise, the general covariance principle claims that the description of Physics can be
done independently of any a priori coordinate fixing. It does not exclude that in particular sit-
uations one has a posteriori preferred coordinates, preferred splittings between space and time,
or preferred observers; see [2], [3], [4], [5]. One very well–known example of such a situation is
Cosmology: in Friedmann-Robertson-Walker solutions one has canonical clocks (e.g. the tem-
perature of the cosmic background radiation) that not only break Lorentz invariance defining a
cosmic (global) time but break the Galilei invariance defining observers which are at rest with
respect to the cosmic background radiation. In fact, there are special observers which see the
CBR to be isotropic, while observers in motion with respect to them see part of the sky blue
shifted and part red shifted. These observers are universal, by this meaning that one should
not be surprised to learn that a civilization on the other side of the universe has some special
name for them.
This situation in Cosmology is not a violation of the general covariance principle. In fact,
these observers can be defined only once a particular class of solutions (FRW) has been given.
They are given a posteriori with respect to solving the dynamics of the system, not a priori (in
which case they would be given in any solution of Einstein theory).
Another issue in which these sort of a posteriori gauge fixings could be important is quantum
physics. It is quite well understood that quantizing a gauge system and then fixing the gauge
at quantum level gives in general a different system with respect to fixing the gauge at classical
level and then quantizing the physical degrees of freedom (see [6], [5], [7]). In particular it is
not yet clear whether in GR there exists a quantum description independent of the observer or
quantum gravity necessarily describes the point of view of a fixed quantum observer.
In any event, at a classical level, if one accepts GR as a fundamental description of Physics,
whenever coordinate fixings are used one should explain in detail which gauge fixing has been
done, why or whether this gauge fixing is needed and why or whether it defines preferred
observers in the description of the world.
Another ground of misunderstanding is the physical fundamental meaning of the energy (as
well as other conserved quantities) of a system, opposed to an energy for the system. Nester
noted (see [8]) that in many areas of Physics it is well known that many different energies can
be associated to the same system. Besides the obvious dependence on the observer’s reference
frame, which is well known also in Mechanics, Nester pointed out the dependence of energy
on control variables (or boundary conditions) well known in Thermodynamics, where besides
internal energy one can associate other energies to a system. We completely agree with this
position. We believe that many prescriptions define an energy for the system and ambiguities
in the prescriptions just mathematically reflect the physical ambiguity in the notion of energy.
As it is well known at least two communities have grown and become incompatible about
the issue of the energy of the gravitational field. We believe it is time to make some effort to
reconsider the whole issue in view of decades of research in both directions, at least trying to
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contribute in addressing the issue once and for all. It is our opinion that part of the misunder-
standing comes from the overestimated role given to special relativity (SR) in GR. People have
often tried to mimick what is done in SR and extend it directly to GR, while it is clear that
GR demands instead a deep re-thinking about what are to be understood as legitimate tech-
niques and prescriptions. We collect some motivations of this position in Appendix A. There
are also a number of claims, also from valuable reseachers in the area (not excluding Einstein
himself), that have been shown to be flat wrong. We collect a number of them, together with
their counterarguments, in Appendix B. In Appendix C we will finally present a summary of
relations among the different quantities defined in this paper.
This paper is a logical review of ADM tecniques and a contribution to the discussion about
pseudotensors and covariant prescriptions. In particular we shall investigate in detail the re-
lation between one of the covariant prescriptions for conserved quantities (based on the so-
called augmented variational principle and Noether theorem) and one of the non-covariant ones
(namely, ADM conserved quantities).
ADM prescription (see [9], [10], [11]) is very well–established and deeply connected to certain
issues concerning the Hamiltonian structure of GR theory. It is known to hold for asymptoti-
cally flat systems in quasi-Cartesian coordinates (i.e., Cartesian coordinates for the underlying
Minkowski reference background).
We shall obtain ADM prescriptions as the ADM decomposition of augmented conserved quan-
tities and then discuss in detail what happens when the hypotheses required for standard ADM
do not hold true. To investigate in this direction we shall start performing ADM decomposition
in a quite general setting without assuming too much about the solution under consideration,
adding hypotheses once the decomposition has been obtained. We shall find out that augmented
covariant conservation laws keep providing the correct result, while the standard pseudotenso-
rial ADM quantities fail, sometimes introducing dramatic unphysical divergencies, out of their
original scope.
However, the aim of this paper is not to kill pseudotensorial conservation laws ultimately and
without appeal. Pseudotensors can in fact be legitemately used with due attention, provided
that it is clearly stated which preferred observers they assume. Deriving pseudotensors from
covariant conservation laws is one effective way, though probably not the only one, of keeping
under control which hypotheses have been used and which gauge fixings have been done.
In Section 2 we shall introduce ADM foliations and a systematic decomposition of objects
along the foliation. The main goal of this Section is to obtain some Lie derivatives of the
connection which then enter conservation laws. The main computational resource here is to
write all results in a frame adapted to the foliation to obtain easier expressions to be dealt with.
In Section 3 we shall review the main results about augmented covariant conservation laws.
For an extended introduction and motivations we refer to [12].
In Section 4 we shall apply ADM decomposition to the covariant conservation laws. This in
particular contains the standard canonical analysis of Hamiltonian formalism which was already
discussed in [11]. Here we shall rely on systematic decomposition to obtain directly the ADM
mass and the ADM momentum from ADM decomposition of augmented covariant conservation
laws. Moreover, we shall discuss various independent set of hypotheses which allow to obtain
ADM conserved quantities with no extra correction. We believe this will definitely set the
long standing discussion about which hypotheses are needed to obtain a “meaningful” notion
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of energy in GR.
As an example, in Section 5 we shall apply the results of the previous Section to various forms
of Schwarzschild solution and with different hypotheses to obtain its ADM conserved quantities.
In what follows we shall use homogeneous units, in which c = 1 and G = 1.
Hoping it could help readers who are approaching ADM techniques for the first time we add a
detailed guideline to a systematic derivation of decomposition of spacetime objects with respect to
a given ADM foliation. In literature it is relatively easy to find decompositions of some relevant
object. Here we decided to establish techiques to decompose anything. If the reader wishes to
skip these details, recompile this TEX sourcefile uncommenting (just above the title) the command
\CollapseAllCNotes.
We shall use below the following typographic conventions: paired color terms cancel out, underlined
terms are similar (or to be collected together), framed terms are zero.
2. ADM Foliations
Let us consider a spacetime manifold M , here for simplicity assumed of dimension m = 4,
even though one can easily generalize the discussion to a generic dimension. We shall denote
coordinates on spacetime M by xµ, with µ = 0, . . . , 3.
A (global) ADM foliation is a bundle structure π : M → R; the fibers π−1(t) = St ⊂ M are
identified with the leaves of the foliation. From a physical viewpoint, the fibers St ⊂ M are
defined as the set of simultaneous events for a given observer. Of course, different observers
might have different synchronization protocols and define different ADM foliations on the same
spacetime M . In fact, fixing an ADM foliation is part of the observer’s specification.
Here, instead of looking for a preferred class of observers (which of course could lead to
simplifications in special situations) we shall work with an arbitrary but fixed observer. ADM
formalism imposes the choice of an observer, but at least working with an arbitrary one is as
close as possible to the principle of general covariance. Moreover, special classes of observers are
often depending on the class of solutions under consideration and, as such, they are not suitable
for discussing from a fundamental viewpoint how one should define conserved quantities.
The standard fiber S of an ADM foliation represents an abstract model for space. Coordinates
on S are denoted by kA, with A = 1, 2, 3. Fibered coordinates (x0, xi), with i = 1, 2, 3, on M
are called adapted coordinates with respect to a given ADM foliation. In adapted coordinates
the fibers (i.e. space submanifolds) are given by St = {x0 = t}. The fiber coordinates provide
a canonical parametrization of the fiber St in the form
it : S →M : kA 7→ (x0 = t, xi = αiAkA) αiA ≡ δiA (and αAi ≡ δAi ) (2.1)
These parametrizations are called the adapted parametrizations. They depend of course on the
ADM foliation, a trivialization and the fiber coordinates chosen. For notational convenience we
shall also define the (maximal rank) matrix αµA = ∂Ax
µ, by setting α0A = 0 and α
i
A = δ
i
A.
Notice that the fiber St, being vertical, can be covered within a single trivialization domain.
Therefore, we shall here work in a fixed trivialization.
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In general, one could use different parametrizations of the fibers; the generic parametrization is
it : F →M : kA 7→ (x0 = f(t), xi = φi(t, k)) (2.2)
In this more general case, let us set α = dtf(t), α
i = dtφ
i(t, k), αiA = ∂Aφ
i(t, k). The family of
embeddings it is a diffeomorphism i : R× S →M which can be inverted to give

t = f−1(x0)
kA = φA(x0, xi)
(2.3)
Let us define α = d0f
−1(x0), αA = d0φA(x) and αAi = diφA(x). Each object can be expressed
as a function of xµ or (t, kA). The fact that (2.3) are the inverse of (2.2) implies x0 = f(f−1(x0))
and xi = φi(f−1(x0), φA(x0, xi)). By differentiating we obtain


α · α = 1
0 = αiα + αiAα
A
αiAα
A
j = δ
i
j
(2.4)
For later convenience let us prove that d0α
i
A = 0. In fact, one has
d0α
i
A = d0dAφ
i = dAd0φ
i = dA
(
αiα + αiBα
B
)
≡ 0 (2.5)
Moreover, let us remark that
dAα
i
B = dABφ
i = dBα
i
A (2.6)
is symmetric in the indices (AB); it will be denoted by αiAB .
Generic changes of adapted coordinates are in the form


x′0 = x′0(x0)
x′i = x′i(x0, xi)
(2.7)
These changes of coordinates preserve the ADM foliation. There always exists an atlas of M
made only of adapted coordinates. Let us now consider two trivializations, two charts on S with
transition functions k′A = k′A(k) (the Jacobian being denoted by JBA ) and two parametrizations
it :F →M : kA 7→ (x0 = f(t), xi = φi(t, k))
i′t′ :F →M : k′A 7→ (x′0 = f ′(t′), x′i = φ′i(t′, k′))
(2.8)
Then it = i
′
t′ glue together to define a single embedding if and only if

f ′(t′) = x′0(f(t))
φ′i(t′, k′) = x′i(t, φi(t, k))
(2.9)
From this it follows that changing trivialization on the ADM foliation does not preserve adapted
parametrizations; if one starts with an adapted parametrization φi(t, k) = δiAk
A, the trans-
formed parametrization φ′i(t′, k′) = x′i(t, δiAk
A) is not adapted unless in the special cases when
x′i(x0, xl) ≡ x′i(δiAkA) = δiAk′A (i.e. one is keeping the trivialization fixed and one is just changing
coodinates on S). However, this is enough to prove that in a fixed trivialization one can cover the
whole fibers by means of local adapted parametrizations.
Below we shall need to keep under control global properties of objects defined using these ADM
foliation and fiber parametrizations. Hence we need to trace how quantities transform under
changes of trivialization. In particular, by taking the derivative of (2.9), one has:
α′iA = ∂
′
Aφ
′i(t′, k′) = J¯BA J
i
j∂Bφ
j = J
j
i α
j
B J¯
B
A ⇒ α′Ai = JAB αBj J¯ ij (2.10)
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Once the parametrizations of fibers have been fixed we can define a canonical covector:
u = uα dx
α = 13!ǫ0ijk α
i
Aα
j
Bα
k
C ǫ
ABC dxα = 13!α ǫαABC ǫ
ABC dxα = αdx0 (2.11)
where we set α = det(αiA). In view of the definition (2.1) of α
i
A one has u = dx
0 on adapted
parametrizations.
Let us also define a basis of vectors tangent to TxSt (also known as vertical vectors) by:
eA = ∂Ax
µ(k) ∂µ = α
i
A ∂i (2.12)
This basis of vertical vectors transforms as e′A = J¯
B
A eB , where J
B
A denotes the Jacobian of
change of space coordinates.
In view of (2.10) this is also true when changes of trivializations are allowed. Notice that ∂i are
vertical vectors and hence they transform as ∂′i = J¯
j
i ∂j .
We stress that no metric structure has been yet fixed on M . Let us now consider a Lorentzian
metric g on M and assume that St are spacelike submanifolds on the Lorentzian manifold
(M, g), i.e. that the metric γ induced on S given by
γ = γAB dk
A ⊗ dkB = αµA gµν ανB dkA ⊗ dkB (2.13)
is positive definite. We can define a future directed unit vector normal to the leaves
~n = nα ∂α = ± 1|u|g
αβuβ ∂α (2.14)
The global vector field ~n (as well as any global vector field everywhere transverse to the leafs of
the ADM foliation) defines a connection on the bundle π :M → R (depending on the spacetime
metric and on the observer conventions). Integral trajectories of ~n (as well as the horizontal
trajectories of any connection) define what it means to stand still for an observer associated to
the fixed ADM foliation. Notice that two parallel vector fields (as ~n and ~m = N~n which will be
defined below) define, under this viewpoint, the same observer, but different standards of time.
We can hence define a (not-necessarily-orthonormal) frame ea = e
µ
a ∂µ = (e0 = ~n, eA) adapted
to the foliation. In adapted coordinates the vector ∂0 associated to the coordinate x
0 can be
expanded along the basis ea as follows
∂0 = N~n+N
AeA (2.15)
and defines the lapse function N and the shift vector ~N = NA eA.
In view of transformation laws (2.10), N is a scalar on S and NA transforms as a vector on S. Of
course, both are time-dependent as well.
The dual basis ea = eaµdx
µ of covectors can be defined accordingly. Here eaµ denotes the inverse
matrix of eµa . In view of (2.12) and (2.15) in adapted coordinates one has(
e00 = N
−1 e0A = 0
e i0 = −N−1N i e iA = αiA
) (
e00 = N e
0
j = 0
eA0 = N
A eAj = α
A
j
)
(2.16)
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where we set N i := NAαiA. Of course, one can check that e
µ
ae
a
ν = δ
µ
ν , e
µ
ae
b
µ = δ
b
a. By using the
induced metric γAB (and its inverse γ
AB) we define
ηab = g(ea, eb) =
(−1 0
0 γAB
)
ηab = g(ea, eb) =
(−1 0
0 γAB
)
(2.17)
The ADM expression of the spacetime metric gµν = e
a
µηabe
b
ν can be easily obtained as
g00 = −e00e00 + eA0 γABeB0 = −N 2 + | ~N |2 g0j = eA0 γABeBj = N ·j
gi0 = e
A
i γABe
B
0 = N
·
i gij = e
A
i γABe
B
j = γij
(2.18)
where we set γij := α
A
i γABα
B
j and N
·
i := NBα
B
i = N
jγji.
Analogously, for the contravariant metric gµν = eµaη
abeνb we obtain
g00 = −e00e00 = −N−2 g0j = −e00e j0 = N−2N j
gi0 = −e i0e00 = N−2N i gij = −e i0e j0 + e iAγABe jB = γij −N−2N iN j
(2.19)
where we set γij := αiAγ
ABαjB (which is of course the inverse of γij).
Here and hereafter spatial indices A,B,C, . . . will be raised and lowered by the induced metric
γAB , the triad indices i, j, k, . . . by the metric γij , spacetime indices µ, ν, λ, . . . by the metric
gµν and tetrad indices a, b, c, . . . by the frame metric ηab. Moreover, spatial indices can be
transmuted into triad indices (and vice versa) by using the matrix αiA.
The element g00 = −N−2 can be also expressed as g00 = − 1|g|γ. Hence one has
√
g = N
√
γ.
The spacetime covariant derivative (with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of gµν) will be
denoted as usual by ∇µ, while the covariant derivative of space objects (with respect to the
Levi-Civita connection of γAB) will be denoted by DA.
Equation (2.9) can be regarded as a (time–dependent) change of coordinates on the fibers given
by x′i = φi(t, k). Accordingly, we can consider the metric γij as the pull–back metric obtained
by dragging γAB along this transformation on the fibers. Hence one can define
3Γijk to be the
Christoffell symbols of γij and denote by Di its covariant derivative. The Christoffell symbols
3Γijk
and 3ΓABC are related as follows
3ΓABC =
1
2γ
AD (−dDγBC + dBγCD + dCγDB) =
= 12γ
AD
(
− dDαjBγjkαkC − α
j
BdDγjkα
k
C − α
j
BγjkdDα
k
C+
+ dBα
k
Cγkiα
i
D + α
k
CdBγkiα
i
D + α
k
CγkidBα
i
D+
+ dCα
i
Dγijα
j
B + α
i
DdCγijα
j
B + α
i
DγijdCα
j
B
)
=
= 12γ
AD
(
− αjDBγjkαkC − α
j
Bdiγjkα
i
Dα
k
C − α
j
Bγjkα
k
DC+
+ αkBCγkiα
i
D + α
k
Cdjγkiα
j
Bα
i
D + α
k
Cγkiα
i
BD+
+ αiCDγijα
j
B + α
i
Ddkγijα
j
Bα
k
C + α
i
Dγijα
j
CB
)
=
= 12γ
ADαiD
(
−diγjk + djγki + dkγij
)
α
j
Bα
k
C + γ
ADαiDγijα
j
CB =
= 12α
A
l γ
li
(
−diγjk + djγki + dkγij
)
α
j
Bα
k
C + α
A
j dkα
j
Bα
k
C =
=αAl
(
3Γljkα
j
B + dkα
l
B
)
αkC
(2.20)
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as well as vice versa
3Γljk = α
l
A
(
3ΓABCα
B
j α
C
k + dkα
A
j
)
(2.21)
This means that we can transform DA into Di, and vice versa, by suitable multiplication for α
i
A.
For example we have
αAi DAN
BαkB =α
A
i
(
dAN
B + 3ΓBCAN
C
)
αkB =
=αAi
(
dA(N
BαkB )−NBdAαkB + 3ΓBCANCαkB
)
=
=αAi dAN
k +N l
(
αAi dAα
B
l α
k
B + α
A
i
3ΓBCAα
C
l α
k
B
)
=
=αAi dAN
k +N lαkB
(
3ΓBCAα
C
l + dAα
B
l
)
αAi = diN
k + 3ΓkliN
l = DiN
k
(2.22)
We can prove the following Lemma:
Dkα
i
A :=α
C
k dCα
i
A +
3Γijkα
j
A − αCk 3ΓBACαiB =
=
(
3Γijk − αiB
(
3ΓBECα
E
j − αBl dCαlEαEj
)
αCk
)
α
j
A =
=
(
3Γijk − αiB
(
3ΓBECα
E
j + dCα
B
j
)
αCk
)
α
j
A ≡ 0
(2.23)
Moreover, the fibers St are submanifolds embedded into spacetime M and one can define the
extrinsic curvature
Kij :=
1
N
(−D(iNj) + 12d0γij) = 12N δ0γij (2.24)
where we introduced the operator δ0 := d0−£~N and £~N denotes the Lie derivative with respect
to the shift vector. The extrinsic curvature Kij is, as usual, a symmetric space tensor on St.
We shall later prove that this is actually the extrinsic curvature defined in differential geometry
and how it relates to the derivative of the normal ~n of the submanifold St. Until then (2.24) is to
be regarded as a notation. One can also show that
αiAKijα
j
B =
1
2N
αiA
(−DiNj −DjNi + d0γij)αjB =
=
1
2N
(
−DANB −DBNA + d0γAB − d0αiAγijα
j
B − αiAγijd0α
j
B
)
= KAB
(2.25)
where Lemma (2.5) has been used.
In the meanwhile, for later convenience let us prove that we are able to express the “time” derivative
of the spatial connection 3ΓABC as a quantity on the fibers. In fact
∂0
3ΓABC =
1
2γ
AD (−DD∂0γBC +DB∂0γCD +DC∂0γDB) =
=−DA (NKBC ) +DB
(
NKC
A
)
+DC
(
NKAB
)
+
− 12 [DA, DB ]NC − 12 [DA,DC ]NB +D(BDC)NA =
=−DA (NKBC ) +DB
(
NKC
A·
)
+DC
(
NKA· B
)
− 3RA(BC)DND +D(BDC)NA
(2.26)
The ADM splitting of the spacetime metric induces the ADM splitting of its Christoffel symbols.
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Before starting let us consider some special combinations used herafter; in particular we have
∂ig00 = Di
(
−N2 + |~N |2
)
= −2NDiN + 2NjDiNj (2.27)
and
∂ig0j = DiNj +
3ΓkjiNk (2.28)
Then we obtain:
Γ000 =
1
2 g
00∂0g00 − 12 g0i∂ig00 + g0i∂0g0i =
=− 1
N 2
(
−N∂0N +Nk∂0Nk + 12NiNj∂0γij
)
+
− N i
N 2
(
−NDiN +NkDiNk
)
+ N
k
N 2
∂0Nk =
= 1N ∂0N +
N iN j
2N 2
∂0γij +
N i
N DiN − N
iNk
N 2
D(iNk) =
= 1N
(
∂0N +N
iDiN +N
iNj Kij
)
(2.29)
Γ00i =
1
2 g
00∂ig00 +
1
2 g
0k (−∂kg0i + ∂0gik + ∂igk0) =
=− 1
2N 2
(
−2NDiN + 2NkDiNk
)
+ N
k
2N 2
(DiNk −DkNi + ∂0γik) =
= 1NDiN − N
k
N 2
DiNk +
Nk
2N 2
(DiNk −DkNi + ∂0γik) =
= 1NDiN +
Nk
2N 2
(−DiNk −DkNi + ∂0γik) =
= 1N
(
DiN +N
kKik
)
(2.30)
Γ0ij =
1
2 g
00 (−∂0gij + ∂igj0 + ∂jgi0)+ g0k 3Γ ·kij =
=− 1
2N 2
(
−∂0γij +DiNj +DjNi + 2 3ΓkijNk
)
+ Nk
N 2
3Γkij =
1
NKij
(2.31)
Γi00 =
1
2 g
i0∂0g00 +
1
2 g
ij (−∂jg00 + 2∂0gj0) =
=− 12N ig00∂0g00 + 12γij
(−∂jg00 + 2∂0gj0) − 12N ig0j (−∂jg00 + 2∂0gj0) =
=−N iΓ000 + 12Di
(
N2 − |~N |2
)
+ γij∂0Nj
(2.32)
Γi0j =
1
2 g
i0∂jg00 +
1
2 g
ik
(
−∂kg0j + ∂0gjk + ∂jg0k
)
=
=− 12N ig00∂jg00 + 12γik
(
−∂kg0j + ∂0gjk + ∂jg0k
)
+
− 12N ig0k
(
−∂kg0j + ∂0gjk + ∂jg0k
)
=
=−N iΓ00j + 12γik
(
−DkNj + ∂0γjk +DjNk
)
=
=−N iΓ00j +NKi·j +DjN i
(2.33)
Γijk =
1
2 g
i0
(
−∂0gjk + ∂jgk0 + ∂kg0j
)
+ gil 3Γljk =
=−N i 12 g00
(
−∂0gjk + ∂jgk0 + ∂kg0j
)
+ γil 3Γljk −N ig0l 3Γljk =
=−N iΓ0jk + 3Γijk
(2.34)
The extrinsic curvature of a time-dependent embedded hypersurface it : S → M is a measure of
the change in time t of the normal unit vector. As the name suggests that is a quantity depending
on the embedding maps it : S 7→ M . Let v = vA ∂A a vector tangent to S, also interpreted as a
vector v = (it)∗(v) = vA eA tangent to St.
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Let us define the endomorphism χ : TSt 7→ TSt : v 7→ ∇v~n. In adapted coordinates one has:
χ(v) = ∇v~n = vµ
(
∂µn
α + Γαβµn
β
)
∂α = v
Bα
µ
B
(
∂µn
α + Γαβµn
β
)
∂α = χ
A
Bv
B eA (2.35)
The last equality is a consequence of the fact that the vector χ(v) is again tangent to St; in fact
~n · ∇v~n = 12∇v(~n · ~n) = 0 (2.36)
Hence one has
χAB =α
j
B
(
∂jn
i + Γi0jn
0 + Γikjn
k
)
αAi = α
j
Bχ
i
jα
A
i (2.37)
χij =∂jn
i + Γi0jn
0 + Γikjn
k = −Dj
(
N−1N i
)
−N−2N iDjN+
−N−2N iNkKjk +Ki·j +N−1DjN i +N−2KkjN iNk = Ki·j
(2.38)
The normal vector is ~n = N−1(∂0 −N i∂i) — see (2.15); the Christoffel symbols are expressed in
terms of the metric tensor which is in turn expressed as (2.33) and (2.34). By expanding all terms
one easily obtains Kij ≡ γilχlj .
Despite the frame timelike vector e0 is a unit vector and orthogonal to each eA, the frame ea
is not orthonormal in spacetime since the space vectors eA are not necessarily orthonormal in
space. However, it is covenient to express geometric objects in this frame. For example, the
Christoffel symbols Γαβµ of the metric g, namely the coefficients of its Levi-Civita connection,
define the spin coefficients:
ωabλ = e
a
α
(
Γαβλe
β
b + dλe
α
b
)
ω abc = ω
a
bλe
λ
c (2.39)
that have particularly simple expressions
ω 000 = 0 ω
A
00 = N
−1DAN
ω 00C = 0 ω
A
0C = K
A
· C
ω 0B0 = N
−1DBN ωAB0 = KA· B +N
−1 (DBNA − 3ΓABCNC)
ω 0BC = KBC ω
A
BC =
3ΓABC
(2.40)
Let us prove here the previous expressions for spin coefficients. One has:
ω 000 =e
0
α
(
Γαβλe
β
0 + dλe
α
0
)
eλ0 =
=
(
N−2
(
∂0N +N
iDiN +N
iNj Kij
)
−N−2Nj
(
DjN +N
kKjk
)
+ d0N
−1)+
−
(
N−2Nj
(
DjN +N
kKjk
)
−N−2KjkNkNj +NkdkN−1
)
≡ 0
(2.41)
ω 00C =e
0
α
(
Γαβλe
β
0 + dλe
α
0
)
eλC =
=
(
Γ00k − Γ0jkNj +NdkN−1
)
αkC =
(
N−1
(
DkN +N
lKkl
)
−N−1KjkNj −N−1dkN
)
αkC ≡ 0
(2.42)
ω 0B0 =e
0
α
(
Γαβλe
β
B + dλe
α
B
)
eλ0 =
=Γ0j0α
j
B − Γ0jkα
j
BN
k =
(
N−1
(
DjN +N
kKjk
)
−N−1KjkNk
)
α
j
B = N
−1DjNα
j
B =
=N−1DBN
(2.43)
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ω 0BC =e
0
α
(
Γαβλe
β
B + dλe
α
B
)
eλC = NΓ
0
jke
j
Be
k
C = Kjkα
j
Bα
k
C =: KBC (2.44)
ωA00 =e
A
α
(
Γαβλe
β
0 + dλe
α
0
)
eλ0 =
=N−2NA
(
Γ000 − Γ0j0Nj +Nd0N−1
)
+N−2αAi
(
Γi00 − Γij0Nj −Nd0
(
N−1N i
))
+
−N−2NA
(
Γ00k − Γ0jkNj +NdkN−1
)
Nk −N−2αAi
(
Γi0k − ΓijkNj −Ndk
(
N−1N i
))
Nk =
=N−2NA
(
Γ000 − Γ0j0Nj +Nd0N−1
)
+N−2αAi
(
Γi00 − Γij0Nj −Nd0N−1N i − d0N i
)
+
−N−2NA
(
Γ00k − Γ0jkNj +NdkN−1
)
Nk −N−2αAi
(
Γi0k +N
iΓ0jkN
j −NdkN−1N i −DkN i
)
Nk =
=N−2NA
(
Γ000 − Γ0j0Nj
)
+N−2αAi
(
−N iΓ000 +NDiN −NjDlNjγil + d0N i + γild0γljNj − Γij0Nj − d0N i
)
+
−N−2NAΓ00kNk −N−2αAi
(
−N iΓ00k +NKi·k +DkN i −DkN i
)
Nk =
=−N−2NAΓ0j0Nj +N−2αAi
(
NDiN +NjDjN
i + 2NKi·jNj +N iΓ00jNj −NKi·jNj −DjN iNj
)
+
−N−1αAi Ki·kNk = N−1αAi DiN = N−1αAi γikDkN = N−1γABαkBDkN =: N−1DAN
(2.45)
ωA0C =e
A
α
(
Γα0ke
0
0 + Γ
α
jke
j
0 + dke
α
0
)
ekC =
=NA
(
N−1Γ00k −N−1NjΓ0jk + dkN−1
)
αkC + α
A
i
(
N−1Γi0k −N−1NjΓijk − dkN−1N i −N−1dkN i
)
αkC =
=NA
(
N−1Γ00k −N−1NjΓ0jk
)
αkC + α
A
i
(
−N−1N iΓ00k +N−1NKi·k +N−1DkN i +N−1NjN iΓ0jk −N−1DkN i
)
αkC =
=αAi K
i·kαkC =: K
A· C
(2.46)
ωABC =e
A
α
(
Γαjke
j
B + dke
α
B
)
ekC =
=NAΓ0jkα
j
Bα
k
C + α
A
i
(
−N iΓ0jkα
j
B +Dkα
i
B
)
αkC = α
A
i
(
3Γijkα
j
B + dkα
i
B
)
αkC =:
3ΓABC
(2.47)
ωAB0 =e
A
α
(
Γαjλe
j
B + dλe
α
B
)
eλ0 =
=N−1
((
NAΓ0j0 −NAΓ0jkNk
)
α
j
B + α
A
i
(
Γij0α
j
B +
d0α
i
B
)
− αAi
(
Γijkα
j
B + dkα
i
B
)
Nk
)
=
=N−1
((
NAΓ0j0 −NAΓ0jkNk
)
α
j
B + α
A
i
(
−N iΓ0j0αjB +NKi·jα
j
B +DjN
iα
j
B
)
+
+ αAi
(
N iΓ0jkα
j
B −DkαiB
)
Nk
)
= N−1αAi
(
NKi·jα
j
B +DjN
iα
j
B −DkαiBNk
)
=
=N−1
(
NαAi K
i·jα
j
B + α
A
i DjN
iα
j
B − αAi DkαiCNkαCj α
j
B
)
=
=KA· B +N−1
(
DBN
A − αAi DkαiBαkCNC
)
=
=KA· B +N−1
(
DBN
A − 3ΓABCNC
)
(2.48)
where Lemma (2.5) has been used.
We can now define the curvature tensor of the spin coefficients
Rabcd = (dµω
a
bν − dνω abµ + ω aeµω ebν − ω aeνω ebµ) eµc eνd (2.49)
This can be proven to be the tedrad expression of the Riemann tensor of the spacetime metric
g, i.e.
Rabcd = e
a
α R
α
βµν e
β
b e
µ
c e
ν
d (2.50)
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This is trivial in tetrad formalism but here we are generalizing to non-orthonormal frames. For
example, in our case the spin coefficients ω abc := η
bdω adc are not antisymmetric in [ab]. Hence
let us prove the claim from scratch. In fact:
Rabµν =dµω
a
bν + ω
a
eµω
e
bν − [µν] =
=dµe
a
α
(
Γαβνe
β
b + dνe
α
b
)
+ eaα
(
dµΓ
α
βνe
β
b + Γ
α
βνdµe
β
b +
dµνe
α
b
)
+
+ eaαe
e
λ
(
Γαβµe
β
e + dµe
α
e
)(
Γλσνe
σ
b + dνe
λ
b
)
− [µν] =
=dµe
a
αΓ
α
βνe
β
b + dµe
a
αdνe
α
b + e
a
αdµΓ
α
βνe
β
b + Γ
α
βνe
a
αdµe
β
b+
+ eaαe
e
λ
(
Γαβµe
β
e Γ
λ
σνe
σ
b + Γ
λ
βνe
β
b dµe
α
e + dνe
λ
b Γ
α
βµe
β
e + dνe
λ
b dµe
α
e
)
− [µν] =
=Γαβνdµe
a
αe
β
b + dµe
a
αdνe
α
b + dµΓ
α
βνe
a
αe
β
b + Γ
α
βνe
a
αdµe
β
b+
+ ΓαβµΓ
β
σνe
a
αe
σ
b − Γλβνe
β
b dµe
a
λ − Γαβνeaαdµe
β
b − dνeλb dµeaλ − [µν] =
=eaα
(
dµΓ
α
σν + Γ
α
βµΓ
β
σν − [µν]
)
eσb = e
a
αR
α
βµνe
β
b
(2.51)
Here [µν] means “the same expession with the indices [µν] exchanged”.
The frame components of the Riemann tensor Rabcd can be obtained as
R 000D = 0
R 0B0D ≡ γBERE00D
R 0BCD = 2D[CKD]B
R 00CD = 0
RAB0D = 2γ
AED[BKE]D
RA00D = N
−1 (δ0KA· D −DDDAN)+KEAKED
RA0CD = 2D[CKD]
A
·
RABCD =
3RABCD + 2K
A
[CKD]B
Let us here prove these expressions.
R000D =
(
dµω
0
0ν − dνω 00µ + ω 0eµω e0ν − ω 0eνω e0µ
)
e
µ
0 e
ν
D = ω
0
E0ω
E
0D − ω 0EDωE00 =
=N−1DENKE· D −KEDN−1DEN ≡ 0
(2.52)
R 0B0D =
(
dµ
(
ω 0BEe
E
k
)
− dk
(
ω 0B0e
0
µ + ω
0
BEe
E
µ
)
+ ω 0Eµω
E
Bk − ω 0EkωEBµ
)
e
µ
0α
k
D =
=dµ
(
KBEα
E
k
)
e
µ
0α
k
D − dD
(
ω 0B0e
0
0
)
e00 − dD
(
KBEe
E
µ
)
e
µ
0 +N
−1DEN 3ΓEBD+
−KEDKE· B −N−1KEDDBNE +N−1KED3ΓEBCNC =
=N−1d0
(
KBEα
E
k
)
αkD −N−1dDDBN −N−1di
(
KBEα
E
k
)
N iαkD −N−1dD
(
KBEN
E
)
+N−1dD
(
KBEα
E
i
)
N i+
+N−1DEN 3ΓEBD −KEDKE· B −N−1KEDDBNE +N−1KED3ΓEBCNC =
=N−1
(
d0KBD −DDDBN −Di
(
KBEα
E
k
)
N iαkD −DD
(
KBEN
E
)
+DD
(
KBEα
E
i
)
N i+
− 3ΓABCKADNC − 3ΓlkiKBEαEl N iαkD − 3ΓCBDKCENE + 3ΓCBDKCENE + 3ΓlikαkDKBEαEl N i+
−NKEDKE· B −KEDDBNE
)
=
=N−1
(
d0KBD −DDDBN −NADAKBD −DDKBENE −KBEDDNE +DDKBENE+
−NKEDKE· B −KEDDBNE
)
= N−1
(
δ0KBD −DDDBN −NKEDKE· B
)
=
=N−1
(
2NKBAK
A· D + γBAδ0KA· D −DDDBN −NKEDKE· B
)
=
=N−1γBA
(
δ0K
A· D −DDDAN +NKEDKEA
)
(2.53)
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R0BCD =dC
(
ω 0BAα
A
i
)
αiD − dD
(
ω 0BAα
A
i
)
αiC + ω
0
ECω
E
BD − ω 0EDωEBC =
=DC
(
KBAα
A
i
)
αiD −DD
(
KBAα
A
i
)
αiC +
3ΓEBCKED +
3Γkijα
j
CKBAα
A
k α
i
D+
− 3ΓEBDKEC − 3Γkijα
j
DKBAα
A
k α
i
C +KEC
3ΓEBD −KED 3ΓEBC =
=DCKBD −DDKBC = 2D[CKD]B
(2.54)
R00CD =
(
dµω
0
0ν − dνω 00µ + ω 0eµω e0ν − ω 0eνω e0µ
)
e
µ
Ce
ν
D = ω
0
ECω
E
0D − ω 0EDωE0C =
=KECK
E· D −KEDKE· C ≡ 0
(2.55)
RA00D =N
−1d0
(
ωA0Cα
C
i
)
αiD −N−1dl
(
ωA0Cα
C
i
)
αiDN
l − dD
(
ωA0ae
a
µ
)
e
µ
0 + ω
A
E0ω
E
0D − ωAEDωE00 =
=N−1d0ωA0D −N−1dl
(
KA· CαCi
)
αiDN
l −N−1dD
(
ωA00N + ω
A
0BN
B
)
+N−1dD
(
ωA0Bα
B
i
)
N i+
+ ωAE0ω
E
0D − 3ΓAEDωE00 = N−1d0KA· D −N−1Dl
(
KA· CαCi
)
αiDN
l +N−1 3ΓAECK
E· DNC+
−N−1 3ΓlikKA· BαBl αiDNk −N−1DDDAN −N−1DD
(
KA· BNB
)
+N−1DD
(
KA· BαBi
)
N i+
+N−1 3ΓAEDD
EN +N−1 3ΓAEDK
E· CNC −N−1 3ΓACDKC· BNB +N−1αBl 3ΓlikαkDKA· BN i+
+KA· EKE· D +N−1KE· DDENA −N−1KE· D3ΓAECNC −N−1 3ΓAEDDEN =
=N−1d0KA· D −N−1N lDlKA· D −N−1DDDAN −N−1DDKA· BNB −N−1KA· BDDNB+
+N−1DDKA· BNB +KA· EKE· D +N−1KE· DDENA =
=N−1
(
δ0K
A· D −DDDAN
)
+KA· EKE· D
(2.56)
RAB0D =dµ
(
ωABCα
C
k
)
e
µ
0α
k
D − dk
(
ωAB0e
0
µ + ω
A
BCe
C
µ
)
e
µ
0α
k
D + ω
A
e0ω
e
BD − ωAeDω eB0 =
=N−1
(
d0
(
ωABCα
C
k
)
αkD − dD
(
ωAB0N
)
− di
(
ωABCα
C
k
)
N iαkD − dk
(
ωABCN
C
)
αkD+
+ dk
(
ωABCα
C
i
)
N iαkD +D
ANKBD + ω
A
C0ω
C
BD −KA· DDBN − ωCB0ωACD
)
=
=N−1
(
d0
3ΓABD − dD
(
NKA· B +DBNA
)
+ dD
(
3ΓABCN
C
)
− di
(
ωABCα
C
k
)
N iαkD+
− dD
(
3ΓABCN
C
)
+ dk
(
ωABCα
C
i
)
N iαkD +D
ANKBD+
+
(
NKA· C +DCNA
)
ωCBD − 3ΓACENEωCBD −KA· DDBN+
−
(
NKC· B +DBNC
)
ωACD +
3ΓCBEN
EωACD
)
=
=N−1
(
d0
3ΓABD −DD
(
NKA· B +DBNA
)
− dC 3ΓABDNC + 3ΓABCαCk NEdEαkD + dD 3ΓABCNC+
+ 3ΓABCdDα
C
i N
i +DANKBD − 3ΓAEC 3ΓEBDNC −KA· DDBN + 3ΓEBC 3ΓAEDNC
)
=
=N−1
(
d0
3ΓABD −DDNKA· B −NDDKA· B −DDDBNA − 3RABCDNC − 3ΓABCdDαCk Nk+
+ 3ΓABCdDα
C
i N
i +DANKBD −KA· DDBN
)
=
=N−1
(
−DA (NKBD) +DB
(
NKD
A·
)
+DD
(
NKA· B
)
− 3RA(BD)ENE + 12 [DB , DD]NA +DDDBNA+
−DD
(
NKA· B
)
−DDDBNA − 3RABCDNC +DANKBD −KA· DDBN
)
=
13
=N−1
(
−DANKBD −NDAKBD +DBNKDA· +NDBKDA· − 12 3RABDENE+
− 12 3RADBENE − 12 3RAEDBNE − 3RABCDNC +DANKBD −KA· DDBN
)
=
=N−1
(
−NDAKBD +NDBKDA· − 12 3RABDENE + 12 3RABEDNE − 3RABCDNC
)
=
=N−1
(
−NDAKBD +NDBKDA· + 3RABEDNE − 3RABEDNE
)
=
=
(
DBKD
A· −DAKBD
)
= γAC (DBKCD −DCKBD) = 2γACD[BKC]D
(2.57)
RABCD =dC
(
ωABEα
E
j
)
α
j
D − dD
(
ωABEα
E
j
)
e
j
C + ω
A
eCω
e
BD − ωAeDω eBC =
=dCω
A
BD − dDωABC + ωAECωEBD − ωAEDωEBC + ωA0Cω 0BD − ωA0Dω 0BC =
= 3RABCD +K
A· CKBD −KA· DKBC = 3RABCD + 2KA· [CKD]B
(2.58)
RA0CD =dC
(
ωA0Eα
E
j
)
α
j
D − dD
(
ωA0Eα
E
j
)
α
j
C +
3ΓAECω
E
0D − 3ΓAEDωE0C =
=DC
(
ωA0Eα
E
j
)
α
j
D −DD
(
ωA0Eα
E
j
)
α
j
C +
3Γljkα
k
Cω
A
0Eα
E
l α
j
D − 3ΓljkαkDωA0EαEl α
j
C =
=DCK
A· D −DDKA· C + 3ΓljkαkCωA0EαEl α
j
D − 3Γljkα
j
Dω
A
0Eα
E
l α
k
C = 2D[CK
A· D]
(2.59)
We can hence define the Ricci tensor
R bd = R
a
bad ≡ Rµν eµb eνd (2.60)
R00 =R
A
0A0 = −N−1
(
δ0K −DADAN
)
−KEAKEA
R 0B =R
C
0CB = DC
(
KB
C· − δCBK
)
RA0 =R
C
AC0 = DC
(
KC· A − δCAK
)
RAB =R
0
A0B +R
C
ACB = N
−1 (γAEδ0KE· B −DBDAN)+ 3RAB +KKAB
and the Ricci scalar
R =ηabRab =
2
N
(
δ0K −DADAN
)
+ 3R+K2 +KABK
AB (2.61)
Let now ξ = ξµ ∂µ = ξ
a ea be a spacetime vector. We can define the covariant derivatives
∇λξµ = dλξµ + Γµνλξν , ∇aξ b = eαadαξ b + ω bcaξ c (2.62)
The second is just another expression for the tetrad component of the first one.
In fact, we have
eλa ∇λξ µ e bµ =eλa
(
dλξ
µ + Γ
µ
νλξ
ν
)
e bµ = e
λ
adλ
(
ξµe bµ
)
+
(
e bµΓ
µ
νλe
ν
c e
λ
a − eλaeµc dλe bµ
)
ξ c =
=eλadλξ
b + e bµ
(
Γ
µ
νλe
ν
c + dλe
µ
c
)
eλa ξ
c = eλadλξ
b + ω bca ξ
c ≡ ∇aξ b
(2.63)
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For the vector ξ = ~n (i.e. ξ 0 = 1, ξA = 0) we get
∇0ξ 0 = 0 ∇0ξB = N−1DAN
∇Aξ 0 = 0 ∇AξB = KB· A
(2.64)
For the vector ξ = ~N (i.e. ξ 0 = 0, ξA = NA) we get
∇0ξ 0 = N−1NCDCN ∇0ξB = N−1d0NB +KB· CNC
∇Aξ 0 = NCKAC ∇AξB = DANB
(2.65)
The second derivatives will be defined as
∇a∇bξ c = eαadα∇bξ c + ω cda∇bξ d − ω dba∇dξ c (2.66)
Let us compute as an example only the second derivatives that will be used below.
For the vector ξ = ~n (i.e. ξ 0 = 1, ξA = 0) we get
∇0∇AξC =N−1δ0KC· A −N−2DANDCN
∇A∇Bξ 0 =KEBKE· A
(2.67)
For the vector ξ = ~N (i.e. ξ 0 = 0, ξA = NA) we get
∇0∇CξA =DC
(
N−1δ0NA +KA· ENE
)
+N−1KA· CNEDEN −KE· CDENA+
+NEDEK
A· C −NEDA· KCE
∇A∇Bξ 0 =DA
(
NEKEB
)
+KEADBN
E −N−1KABNEDEN
(2.68)
We stress however that all second derivatives can be computed and we suggest the reader to do it
as an exercise.
The Lie derivative of spin coefficients will be defined as
£ξω
a
bc ≡ eaα£ξΓαβλ eβb eλc = ξ dRacdb +∇b∇cξ a (2.69)
Notice that this is to be understood just as a notation, not as the true Lie derivative of the
spin connection. The spin connection is in fact a gauge–natural object and one cannot define
its Lie derivative along spacetime vector fields, but just along gauge transformations; see [13].
This is instead related to the so-called Kosman lift (see [14]) implicitly introduced by Kosman
in order to define Lie derivative of spinors (see [15]).
For future convenience let us compute the Lie derivatives that will be used hereafter.
For ξ = ~n (i.e. ξ 0 = 1, ξA = 0) we obtain:
£~nω
0
BC =N
−1 (δ0KBC −DBDCN)
£~nω
A
0C =N
−1δ0KA· C −N−2DCNDAN
(2.70)
For ξ = NAeA (i.e. ξ
0 = 0, ξA = NA) we obtain:
£~Nω
0
BC =DEKBCN
E +DCN
EKEB +KECDBN
E −N−1KBCNEDEN
£~Nω
A
0C =£~NKC
A
· +DC
(
N−1δ0NA
)
+N−1KA· CN
EDEN
(2.71)
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By using the identity
∇b∇c(fξ a) = ∇b∇cfξ a +∇bf∇cξ a +∇cf∇bξ a + f∇b∇cξ a (2.72)
setting ξ = e0, f = N and ~m = N~n (i.e. ξ
0 = N , ξA = 0) we get
£~mω
a
bc = N£~nω
a
bc +∇b∇cNξ a +∇bN∇cξ a +∇cN∇bξ a (2.73)
Let us here compute for later convenience the first derivatives


∇0N = e00d0N + e i0diN = N−1δ0N
∇AN = αiAdiN = dAN = DAN
(2.74)
and the second derivatives of the lapse function
∇a∇bN = eαa dα∇bN − ω cba∇cN (2.75)
that can be expanded as


∇0∇0N = N−1d0∇0N −N−1N idi∇0N − ωC00∇CN = N−1δ0
(
N−1δ0N
)
−N−1DCNDCN
∇0∇BN = N−1d0∇BN −N−1Nkdk∇BN − ω 0B0∇0N − ωCB0∇CN =
= δ0
(
N−1DBN
)
−KC· BDCN
∇A∇0N = dA∇0N − ωC0A∇CN = DA
(
N−1δ0N
)
−KC· ADCN ≡ ∇0∇AN
∇A∇BN = dA∇BN − ω 0BA∇0N − ωCBA∇CN = DADBN −N−1KBAδ0N
(2.76)
For future convenience let us compute the Lie derivatives that will be used hereafter.
£~mω
0
BC =δ0KBC −KBCN−1δ0N
£~mω
A
0C =δ0K
A
· C +K
A
· CN
−1δ0N
(2.77)
Let us remark that the vector ~n is not projectable with respect to the ADM foliation, while
~m is. Hence the flow of ~m sends fibers into fibers, i.e. it preserves simultaneity, while the flow
of ~n does not (in general). Let us also remark that one has ∂0 = ~m+ ~N . We shall use these Lie
derivatives in the applications below.
3. Covariant Conservation Laws
In [12] we presented a framework based on Noether theorem to define covariant strong conser-
vation laws for Lagrangian systems. The framework here presented is practically equivalent to
many frameworks independently proposed in literature (sometimes requiring extra hypotheses
that are unnecessary); see [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].
In this framework one doubles the fields introducing, besides the dynamical metric g, the so-
called reference metric gˆ and the conservation laws so obtained are interpreted as describing
the relative conserved quantities between the reference and the dynamical fields. This catches
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most of the instances of covariantization mentioned in the literature on the basis of ad hoc
procedures.
The augmented covariant conserved quantities for a space section St = {x0 = t} ⊂ M are
defined as
Q[ξ] = 1
2κ
∫
St
E[ξ]− 1
2κ
∫
St
Eˆ[ξ] +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
∆[ξ] (3.1)
where we set κ = 8πG/c4 and, letting uαµν = Γ
α
µν − δα(µΓλν)λ, we set:
E[ξ] =
√
g
(
gµν£ξu
α
µν − ξαR
)
dsα Eˆ[ξ] =
√
gˆ
(
gˆµν£ξuˆ
α
µν − ξαRˆ
)
dsα (3.2)
for the Noether currents of the field g and the reference gˆ, while
∆[ξ] =
√
gˆgˆµνξα(uβµν − uˆβµν) dsαβ (3.3)
denotes the boundary correction due to the augmented variational principles.
Here “covariant” refers to the fact that these quantities are scalars. However, they have to be
interpreted as the mass and momentum measured by an observer which has been fixed at the
beginning. It does not imply that mass or momentum do not depend on the observer; different
observers will see different lapse and shift, different boundaries ∂St and different symmetry
generators. As discussed in Appendix A one cannot expect to obtain anything better in GR.
These expressions are derived in [12], to which we refer for further motivations; we wish to
mention that these relative conserved quantities have proven to produce the expected results
in many situations both standard (Schwarzschild [21], Kerr-Newman [22]) and non-standard
(BTZ [23], Kerr-AdS [24] and [25], Taub-Bolt [26] and [27]).
Here we want to perform ADM splitting of these strong covariant conservation laws in order
to investigate which extra conditions, if any, are needed to obtain standard ADM quantities.
We stress that obtaining a pseudotensor in this way is much more meaningful than what is
usually done in the literature: at least one can trace explicitly which hypotheses are required
in order the expression to hold, which in turn means that one can keep under control which
classes of preferred observers come with the pseudotensor. We believe that these are the minimal
requirements to be met in order to be allowed to use coherently non–covariant expressions in
GR at a fundamental level.
4. ADM Quantities
Let us hereafter perform the ADM decomposition of the augmented conserved quantities de-
fined above. As a first attempt we prefer to restrict to the case in which both the dynamical
metric g and the reference metric gˆ define the same normal vector ~n at the boundary ∂St where
conserved quantities are integrated. This means the two metrics define the same lapse and shift
on ∂St while the induced metrics γ and γˆ could be different. Notice that this condition is much
less restrictive than the usual matching conditions found in literature, which impose the same
metrics on ∂St. This is a technical hypothesis and there is no fundamental reason to restrict
to these cases as we here do for convenience. More general situations may require even weaker
hypotheses; further investigations will be devoted to this more general case.
We shall first establish some building blocks which will be used later to discuss the ADM
splitting of the covariant conserved quantities (3.1) defined in the previous Section.
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Besides the foliation and the dynamical fields g = (γ,N, ~N) we have (at the boundary) ref-
erence fields gˆ = (γˆ, N, ~N). Let us start from the bulk parts E[~n] and E[ ~N ]. The expression
(3.2) can be simplified to:
E[ξ] =
√
g(ηab£ξω
c
ab − ηcb£ξω ebe − ξ cR)e0c ds0 =
=N−1
√
g(ηab£ξω
0
ab − η0b£ξω ebe − ξ 0R) dv =
=
√
γ(γAB£ξω
0
AB +£ξω
A
0A − ξ 0R) dv
(4.1)
where we set dv = ds0 for the (coordinate) volume element on S.
Now setting ξ = ~n one gets:
E[~n] =
(
KABK
AB − 3R−K2) dv + d(√γN−1DAN dvA) (4.2)
while for ξ = ~N one gets
E[ ~N ] = −2√γ (DAKCA −DCK)NCdv + d ((2KCA·NC +N−1δ0NA) dvA) (4.3)
Here we set dvA = eA dv and d denotes formal divergence (or, equivalently, formal covariant
divergence; see Appendix B) which is defined to correspond to on-shell exterior differential on
S.
The same expressions with suitable hat–objects hold for the reference currents Eˆ[~n] and Eˆ[ ~N ].
Notice that these last currents would be associated to the vector fields ~ˆn and ~ˆN , respectively,
which in general have no a priori reason not to differ from the ones ~n and ~N computed out of
the dynamical fields. This is why we imposed the boundary conditions ~n ≡ ~ˆn and ~N ≡ ~ˆN . If
one wished to be completely general and two different normal vectors were to be considered, as
it can be done, the reference normal unit vector ~ˆn would have to be decomposed along the frame
ea associated to the dynamical metric and the corresponding currents Eˆ[~ˆn], Eˆ[ ~ˆN ] expressed as
a linear combination of the currents Eˆ[~n], Eˆ[ ~N ]. This is of course feasible, but tedious and it
does not seem to be really necessary for our later applications; In fact no generality seems to
be lost, at least at the classical level, since at the end the differences vanish along constraints.
Let us check here these splittings.
E[~n] =
√
γ(γAB£ξω
0
AB + £ξω
A
0A − R) dv =
=
√
γN−1
(
δ0K − δ0γABKAB −DADAN ⊕ δ0K −N−1DANDAN⊕
− 2δ0K + 2DADAN − 3R N −NK2 −NKABKAB
)
dv =
=
√
γ
(
2KABK
AB −N−2DANDAN +N−1DADAN − 3R −K2 −KABKAB
)
dv =
=
√
γ
(
KABK
AB −N−2DANDAN +N−1DADAN − 3R−K2
)
dv =
=
√
γ
(
KABK
AB − 3R−K2
)
dv + d
(√
γN−1DAN dvA
)
(4.4)
For the shift vector one has:
E[~N ] =
√
γ(γAB£ξω
0
AB + £ξω
A
0A) dv =
=
√
γ(£~NK +D
A
(
2KCAN
C
)
− 2DAKCANC −N−1KNCDCN+
+£~NK +DA
(
N−1δ0NA
)
+N−1KNCDCN) dv =
=− 2√γ
(
DAKCA −DCK
)
NCdv + d
(√
γ(2KC
A· NC +N−1δ0NA) dvA
)
(4.5)
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The bulk terms in (4.2) —namely, H := KABK
AB − 3R−K2— and in (4.3) —namely, HC :=
−2(DAKCA−DCK)— vanish on-shell (they are in fact the Hamiltonian constraints) while the
surface terms are the ADM decomposition of Komar superpotential. This decomposition of
Noether currents into a bulk term vanishing on-shell and a boundary term is the canonical
splitting of Noether current (see [12], [13]).
The (00) component of fields equations is
R 00 − 12Rη00 =−N−1
(
δ0K −DADAN
)
−KEAKEA+
+ 22N
(
δ0K −DADAN
)
+ 12
(
3R +K2 +KABK
AB
)
=
= 12
(
3R +K2 −KABKAB
)
= 0
(4.6)
and it shows that H = 0 on-shell. The (0A) components
R0A =DC
(
KA
C· − δCAK
)
= DCKA
C· −DAK = 0 (4.7)
show that HA = 0 on-shell.
The Komar superpotential reads as
U [ξ] =
√
g∇βξαdsαβ = −2
√
g∇[0ξ b]e 00e ibds0i = −2
√
γ∇[0ξB]αiBdvi =
=
√
γ
(
∇Bξ 0 −∇0ξB
)
dvB =
√
γ
(
γBA∇Aξ 0 +∇0ξB
)
dvB
(4.8)
Setting ξ = ~n one gets
U [~n] =
√
γ
(
∇Bξ 0 −∇0ξB
)
dvB =
√
γN−1DBNdvB (4.9)
as above.
Setting ξ = ~N one gets
U [~N ] =
√
γ
(
N−1d0NB +KB· CNC +NCKB· C
)
dvB =
=
√
γ
(
2KB· CNC +N−1d0NB
)
dvB
(4.10)
Equations (4.9) and (4.10) show that the surface terms in (4.2) and (4.3) are just the ADM splitting
of the relevant Komar superpotentials.
Let us also remark that, in view of (2.62), (2.73), and (4.1) we have
E[~m] = NE[~n] +
√
γN−1DANDAN dv + d
(√
γDAN dvA
)
(4.11)
In fact, we have:
E[~m]−NE[~n] =√γ(γAB(∇A∇BNξ 0 + ∇BN∇Aξ 0 + ∇AN∇Bξ 0 ) dv+
+
√
γ( ∇A∇0NξA +∇0N∇AξA +∇AN∇0ξA) dv =
=
√
γ(γAB(DADBN −N−1KBAδ0N) +N−1δ0NK +N−1DANDAN) dv =
=d
(√
γDAN dvA
)
+
√
γN−1DANDAN dv
(4.12)
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For the boundary correction (3.3) let us first compute:√
gˆgˆµνξαuβµν dsαβ =N
√
γˆgˆµν
(
ξ ce0cu
i
µν − ξ ce icu0µν
)
ds0i =
=
√
γˆ
(
ξ 0ui + ξ 0N iu0 −Nξ iu0) dvi =
=
√
γˆ
(
ξ 0
(
ui +N iu0
)− ξ iNu0)αAi dvA
(4.13)
where we set uλ := gˆµνuλµν . Notice that the computation above is carried out at the boundary
∂St where the frames induced by the two metrics actually coincide under our hypotheses. Of
course one also has√
gˆgˆµνξαuˆβµν dsαβ =
√
γˆ
(
ξ 0
(
uˆi +N iuˆ0
)− ξ iNuˆ0)αAi dvA (4.14)
where we set uˆλ = gˆµν uˆλµν .
Since the two metrics induce the same frame at the boundary ∂St the matrices e
µ
a and e
a
µ represent-
ing (co)frames do not depend on the metric and all differences between the metrics are contained
in the frame metrics ηab and ηˆab.
Let us then compute:
u0 =gˆµνu0µν = ηˆ
abe
µ
a e
ν
b
(
Γ0µν − δ0µΓανβe
β
c e
c
α
)
=
=ηˆabΓ0µνe
µ
ae
ν
b − ηˆabe0aeνbΓανβe
β
c e
c
α =
=ηˆab
(
e0cω
c
ab − dλe0aeλb
)
− ηˆabe0ae cα
(
eαdω
d
bc − dλeαb eλc
)
=
=ηˆabe 0cω
c
ab − ηˆabdλe0aeλb − ηˆabe0aω cbc + ηˆabe0adλeλb =
=γˆBCe00ω
0
BC + dλe
0
0e
λ
0 + e
0
0ω
B
0B − e 00dλeλ0 =
=γˆBCN−1ω 0BC +N−1ωB0B + d0N−1e00 + dlN−1e l0 −N−1d0e00 −N−1dle l0 =
=N−1
(
γˆBCω 0BC + ω
B
0B
)
+ d0N
−1N−1 − dlN−1N−1N l −N−1d0N−1 +N−1dl
(
N−1N l
)
=
=N−1
(
γˆBCω 0BC + ω
B
0B
)
− dlN−1N−1N l +N−1dlN−1N l +N−2dlN l =
=N−1
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC +N
−2dlN l
(4.15)
Accordingly, one has also
uˆ0 = 2N−1γˆBC KˆBC +N−2dlN l = 2N−1Kˆ +N−2dlN l (4.16)
Let us also compute
ui =gˆµνuiµν = ηˆ
ab
(
e
µ
a e
ν
bΓ
i
µν − e iae cαe νbΓανβe
β
c
)
=
=ηˆab
(
e icω
c
ab − dλe iaeλb
)
− ηˆabe iae cα
(
eαdω
d
bc − dλeαb eλc
)
=
=ηˆabe icω
c
ab − ηˆabdλe iaeλb − ηˆabe iaω cbc + ηˆabe iadλeλb =
=− e icω c00 + γˆBCe icω cBC + dλe i0eλ0 − γˆ
BCdkα
i
Bα
k
C + e
i
0ω
C
0C − γˆBCαiBω cCc − e i0dλeλ0 + γˆ
BCαiBdkα
k
C =
=− αiCωC00 + γˆBCe i0ω 0BC + γˆBCαiAωABC + dλe i0eλ0 + e i0ωC0C − γˆBCαiBω 0C0 − γˆBCαiBωACA − e i0dλeλ0+
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk =
=−N−1N i
(
γˆBCω 0BC + ω
C
0C
)
+ γˆBCαiA
(
3ΓABC − δAB 3ΓDCD
)
− αiAωA00 − γˆBCαiBω 0C0 + dλe i0eλ0 − e i0dλeλ0+
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk =
=−N−1N i
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC + γˆ
BCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN + d0e i0e00 + dle i0e l0 − e i0d0e00 − e i0dle l0+
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk =
20
ui =−N−1N i
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC + γˆ
BCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN+
−N−1d0
(
N−1N i
)
+ dl
(
N−1N i
)
N−1N l +N−1N id0N−1+
−N−1N idl
(
N−1N l
)
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk =
=−N−1N i
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC + γˆ
BCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN+
−N−2d0N i +N−2dlN iN l −N−2N idlN l − γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk
(4.17)
and for later convenience
ui +N iu0 =−N−1N i
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC + γˆ
BCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN+
−N−2d0N i +N−2dlN iN l −N−2N idlN l − γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk ⊕
+N−1N i
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC +N
−2N idlN l =
=γˆBCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN −N−2d0N i +N−2dlN iN l+
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk
(4.18)
Accordingly, one has also
uˆi +N iuˆ0 = αiA
(
3uˆA
)
− 2N−1DˆiN −N−2d0N i +N−2dlN iN l − γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk (4.19)
Setting ξ = ~n we obtain
∆[~n] =
√
γˆγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA (4.20)
Setting ξ = ~N one gets instead
∆[ ~N ] =
√
γˆ
(
2Kˆ − (γˆBC + γBC)KBC)NA dvA (4.21)
Of course, being ∆[ξ] linear in ξ a, one has ∆[~m] = N∆[~n].
Let us here compute the above expressions.
Setting ξ = ~n, we obtain
∆[~n] =
√
γˆ
(
ui +N iu0 − uˆi −N iuˆ0
)
dvi =
=
√
γˆ
(
γˆBCαiA
(
3uABC
)
− 2N−1DiN −N−2d0N i +N−2dlN iN l+
− γˆBCαiBC − γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk + γˆBCαiBC + γˆBCαiBαkCdDαDk +
− αiA
(
3uˆA
)
+ 2N−1DiN +N−2d0N i −N−2dlN iN l
)
dvi =
=
√
γˆγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
(4.22)
For ξ = ~N
∆[~N ] =−
√
γˆN
(
u0 − uˆ0
)
N i dvi =
=
√
γˆN
(
2N−1Kˆ +N−2dlN l −N−1
(
γˆBC + γBC
)
KBC −N−2dlN l
)
N i dvi
(4.23)
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Now we are ready to compute the conserved quantity Q[ξ] given by (3.1).
For ξ = ~n one gets
Q[~n] = 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γH dv − 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γˆHˆ dv+
+
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γN−1DAN dvA − 1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γˆN−1DˆAN dvA+
+
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γˆγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
(4.24)
The bulk terms vanish on-shell, while we can set
C[~n] =
((√
γN−1DAN −
√
γˆN−1DˆAN
)
+
√
γˆγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
))
dvA (4.25)
for the boundary current, so that one has Q[~n] = (2κ)−1 ∫∂St C[~n].
For ξ = ~N one gets thence
Q[ ~N ] = 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γHCN
C dv − 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γˆHˆCN
C dv+
+
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
2KC
A
·N
C +N−1δ0NA
)
dvA − 1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γˆ
(
2KˆC
A
·N
C +N−1δ0NA
)
dvA+
+
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γˆ
(
2Kˆ − (γˆBC + γBC)KBC)NA dvA
(4.26)
The bulk terms vanish on-shell, while we have
C[ ~N ] =
√
γ
(
2KC
A
·N
C +N−1δ0NA
)
dvA −
√
γˆ
(
2KˆC
A
·N
C +N−1δ0NA
)
dvA+
+
√
γˆ
(
2Kˆ − (γˆBC + γBC)KBC)NA dvA (4.27)
for the boundary current, so that one has Q[ ~N ] = (2κ)−1 ∫∂St C[ ~N ].
In view of (4.11) we can also compute the conserved quantity
Q[~m] = 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γNH dv − 1
2κ
∫
St
√
γˆNHˆ dv+
+
1
2κ
∫
St
(√
γN−1DANDAN −
√
γˆN−1DˆANDˆAN
)
dv+
+
1
κ
∫
∂St
(√
γDAN −
√
γˆDˆAN
)
dvA +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γˆNγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
(4.28)
In fact, in view of (4.2), (4.11) and (4.18), on-shell we have:
2κQ[~m] =
∫
∂St
√
γDAN dvA −
∫
∂St
√
γˆDAN dvA+
+
∫
∂St
√
γˆNγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA+
+
∫
∂St
√
γDANdvA +
∫
St
√
γN−1DANDAN dv+
−
∫
∂St
√
γˆDˆANdvA −
∫
St
√
γˆN−1DˆANDˆAN dv =
=
∫
St
(√
γN−1DANDAN −
√
γˆN−1DˆANDˆAN
)
dv+
+ 2
∫
∂St
(√
γDAN −
√
γˆDˆAN
)
dvA +
∫
∂St
√
γˆNγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
(4.29)
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On shell we can set
B[~m] =
(√
γN−1DANDAN −
√
γˆN−1DˆANDˆAN
)
dv
C[~m] =2
(√
γDAN −
√
γˆDˆAN
)
dvA +
√
γˆNγˆBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
(4.30)
so that one has Q[~m] = (2κ)−1
(∫
St
B[~m] +
∫
∂St
C[~m]
)
.
At this point one can require some extra condition in order to further simplify these expressions.
One usually requires the metric and the reference metric to match at the boundary, so that,
still at the boundary, one also has γ = γˆ, while of course the derivatives of the metrics (and the
relative connections) are not required to match. Under these further hypotheses one gets:
C˜[~n] =
√
γγBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
C˜[~m] = B[~m] +N
√
γγBC
(
3uABC − 3uˆABC
)
dvA
C˜[ ~N ] = 2
√
γ
((
KC
A
· −KδAC
)− (KˆCA· − KˆδAC))NC dvA
(4.31)
If M ≃ R4 and the reference metric happens to be Minkowski, if we use Cartesian coordinates
for the reference metric, we have uˆABC = 0, KˆAB = 0 on the boundary and (4.31) give
C[~n] = 1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γγBC 3uABC dvA =:M
n
ADM
C[~m] = 1
2κ
∫
St
B[~m] +MmADM M
m
ADM :=
1
2κ
∫
∂St
N
√
γγBC 3uABC dvA
C[ ~N ] = 1
κ
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
KC
A
· −KδAC
)
NC dvA =: PADM
(4.32)
i.e. the standard ADM conserved quantities, though obtained from augmented covariant con-
servation laws.
Let us stress that our hypotheses are in any case weaker than the usual asymptotical flatness.
Here we just require that the metric gµν goes to the reference gˆµν at space infinity, no matter
how fast it goes.
In fact in the literature there are a number of slightly different notions of asymptotically flat
spacetimes. All of them require the dynamical metric g to match a flat reference metric gˆ on
the boundary ∂St. However, they often differ on how fast this match is obtained. One defines a
quantity r which approaches r →∞ on ∂St and the components of g− gˆ (and their derivatives)
are required to be infinitesimal of certain order as r → ∞. One needs to control also the
derivatives since, of course, a function can be infinitesimal but with a derivative which is not.
The order of infinitesimal required strongly depends on what exactly asymptotically flatness is
required for, in particular which quantities one wants to control.
Here we shall consider two different sets of hypotheses. First, we shall say that a spacetime is
asymptotically flat (AF) when g − gˆ scale as r−1, that first derivatives scale as r−2, and so on.
We shall also consider BoM-asymptotically flat (BoMAF) spacetimes (see [28], [29]) that,
to the best of our knowedge, is the prescriptions which are best suited for conservation laws
and initial value problem. Field fall-off is considered to ensure that spacetime has no even
supertranslations and still there are enough initial conditions to have a well–posed initial value
problem.
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Let S be a space leaf, xi a global coordinate system and γ the the metric induced on the space
leaf. Let also also define r2 = δijx
ixj . The spacetime metric g is said to be BoM-asymptotically
flat (BoMAF) if (for r≫ 0) one has
γij(x) = δij +
1
r
+
sij(
x
r ) + hij(x) (4.33)
where the function
+
sij is an even smooth function on S
2 (i.e.
+
sij(x) =
+
sij(−x)) and hij falls off
like r−1−ǫ (for some ǫ > 0), the derivatives ∂khij like r−2−ǫ and so on.
An even (odd) function is a function f(x) such that

f(x) = f(λx) ∀λ ∈ R+
f(x) = f(−x) (f(x) = −f(−x))
(4.34)
Even functions will be denoted by
+
s (x) while odd functions will be denoted by
−
s(x). Derivatives
of even (odd) functions are easily shown to be odd (even).
Moreover, the conjugate momenta πij(x) :=
√
γ
(
K ij −Kγij) are tensor densities such that
πij(x) = 1r2
−
t ij(xr ) + k
ij(x) (4.35)
where the function
−
t ij is an odd smooth function on S2 and kij(x) falls off like r−2−ǫ (for some
ǫ > 0), the derivatives ∂mk
ij like r−3−ǫ and so on. The lapse and shift can be recasted as
N(x) = Nˆ +
−
k(xr ) + n(x) N
i(x) = Nˆ i +
−
ki(xr ) + n
i(x) (Nˆ , Nˆ i ∈ R) (4.36)
where
−
k and
−
ki are odd smooth functions on S2 and (n, ni) fall off like r−ǫ (for some ǫ > 0), the
derivatives (∂kn, ∂kn
i) like r−1−ǫ and so on.
These conditions (4.33), (4.35), and (4.36) will be hereafter called BoM-asymptotic flatness.
Let us stress that BoMAF conditions are stricter than AF conditions as far as the 3-metric is
concerned (in view of (2.18), BoMAF dictates falling off as r−1 but with specific parity) but
they are weaker about lapse and shift (e.g. BoMAF prescribes N i ∼ r−ǫ while AF prescribes
N i ∼ r−1)
Both these definitions of asymptotically flatness are coordinate dependent; in the literature
there are also intrinsic definitions (see, e.g.,[30]). Of course the intrinsic definition is a better
notion in GR and should be preferred with respect to coordinate definitions as the one we
adopted here. However, we stress that here we are discussing ADM integrals which are obtained
by pseudotensors. Precisely, we are obtaining pseudotensors by a (partial) gauge fixing of the
coordinate freedom. As usual when one performs a partial gauge fixing, a preferred class of
transformations parametrizing the residual gauge freedom is automatically selected and, in view
of this breaking of covariance, physical quantities cannot be expected to be manifestly generally
covariant. In this context we need to use coordinate dependent notion of asymptotically flatness,
since the intrinsic one would not respect the partial gauge fixing we have been doing.
In the following Section we shall see that the same result holds under various set of hypotheses
starting from different expressions.
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5. Pseudotensors
Reference fields are not very popular in literature so that one often tries to avoid them. Despite
it is well–known, also in Newtonian Physics, that absolute energies cannot be endowed with a
meaning and that only relative energies are well-defined physical quantities, people like absolute
prescriptions in GR. One way to get rid of the reference metric is to choose the observers for
which reference contributions vanish. To this purpose, let us consider the following quantity
Q′[ξ] = 1
2κ
∫
St
E[ξ] +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
∆′[ξ] (5.1)
with
E[ξ] =
√
g
(
gµν£ξu
α
µν − ξαR
)
dsα ∆
′[ξ] =
√
ggµνξαuβµν dsαβ (5.2)
One can fix the reference background so that Eˆ[ξ] = 0, and the coordinates in such a way that
one has uˆλµν = 0 at the boundary. For instance one can fix Minkowski metric as a reference
and asymptotically Cartesian coordinates in which the reference metric is constant and its
Christoffell symbols vanish. Under these assumptions this is equivalent to augmented conserved
quantities. However, choosing coordinates corresponds to a partial gauge fixing which breaks
general covariance. In fact, uβµν is not a tensor and hence the boundary correction is not a
scalar. The reference field was originally introduced exactly to covariantize this quantity; see
[18].
The first term E[ξ] splits as above while the second term ∆′[ξ] splits as (4.14), though without
hats, The quantity Q′[ξ] has then a bulk term which vanishes on-shell, plus a boundary current
C ′[ξ] which receives a contribution from the Noether current E[ξ] and a contribution from the
boundary correnction ∆′[ξ]. Accordingly, for ξ = ~n one gets
Q′[~n] =MnADM +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
C ′[~n] (5.3)
where we defined the extra current
C ′[~n] = −√γN−1 (DAN +N−1d0NA −N−1NBdBNA) dvA (5.4)
In fact, in view of equations (4.2) and (4.19), one has Q′[~n] = (2κ)−1 ∫∂St Q′[~n] and:
Q′[~n] =√γN−1DAN dvA +
√
γ
( (
3uA
)
− 2N−1DAN −N−2d0NA +N−2NBdBNA
)
dvA+
−√γ
(
N−2N iN ldlαAi + γ
BCαiBCα
A
i + γ
ACαkCdDα
D
k
)
dvA =
=
√
γ
(
3uA
)
dvA −
√
γ
(
N−1DAN +N−2d0NA −N−2NBdBNA
)
dvA
(5.5)
where the framed terms vanish when one uses adapted parametrizations (αiA = δ
i
A).
Under AF assumptions, since the metric approaches Minkowski at the boundary, the shiftN i =
g0i ∼ r−1, N − 1 ∼ r−1, and one has √γdvA ∼ r2. Accordingly, terms like √γN−2NBdBNA ∼
r−1 and the corresponding integral vanishes at the boundary. Under the same assumptions,√
γN−1DAN ∼ 1 and √γN−2d0NA ∼ 1 and the corresponding integral in general does not
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vanish. Of course in particular situations one can obtain better behaviours, e.g. when the shift
is time independent.
In the case of AF solutions the quadratic term in the shift does not contribute and one obtains
Q′AF [~n] =MnADM −
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γN−1
(
DAN +N−1d0NA
)
dvA (5.6)
Under BoMAF assumptions, analysis needs more details. In this case one has to consider
lapse and shift fall-off (4.36) together with the matching condition g = gˆ at the boundary and
the Minkowski limit for gˆ. Then one has Nˆ = 1, Nˆ i = 0 (as well as
−
k(x) = 0 and
−
ki(x) = 0
identically). Then one has
√
γN−2NBdBNA ∼ r1−ǫ. Similarly, one has √γN−1DAN ∼ r1−ǫ
and
√
γN−2d0NA ∼ r1−ǫ. In other words, under BoMAF assumptions all terms contribute (and
singularly diverge!) and the current is not reduced: Q′BoMAF [~n] ≡ Q′[~n] given by (5.3).
For ξ = ~N one gets
Q′[ ~N ] = PADM + 1
2κ
∫
∂St
C ′[ ~N ] (5.7)
where we defined the extra current by
C ′[ ~N ] =
√
γN−1
(
δ0N
A −NAdlN l
)
dvA (5.8)
In fact, in view of equations (4.3) and (4.16), one has Q′[~N ] = (2κ)−1 ∫∂St Q′[~N ] and:
Q′[~N ] =
(
2KC
A· NC +N−1δ0NA
)
dvA −
√
γN i
(
2K +N−1dlN l
)
dvi =
=2
√
γ
(
KC
A· −KδAC
)
NC dvA +
√
γN−1
(
δ0N
A −NAdlN l
)
dvA
(5.9)
In the case of AF solutions the quadratic term in the shift does not contribute and one obtains
Q′AF [ ~N ] = PADM +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γN−1δ0NA dvA (5.10)
with the integrand going as
√
γN−1δ0NA ∼ 1.
Again under BoMAF assumptions one has the extra current unchanged Q′BoMAF [ ~N ] ≡ Q′[ ~N ]
given by (5.7). In general both integrand terms diverge.
If the extra current does not vanish there are corrections which are necessary to obtain rea-
sonable results. We shall discuss this on a specific example below. We stress that standard
expressions for ADM quantities are checked on specific simple examples in which one already
knows which mass and momentun is reasonable to expect. Only examples can validate or reject
prescriptions for conserved quantities. We shall discuss some example and interpretation below.
Less severe (and known in the literature: see [11] and references quoted therein) hypotheses
are required if one considers the conserved quantity
Q′[~m] =MmADM +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
C ′[~m] (5.11)
where we defined the extra current as
C[~m] =
√
γN−1
(
d0N
A −NBdBNA
)
dvA (5.12)
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In fact, one has:
2κQ′[~m] =
∫
St
√
γNDA(N
−1DAN) dv +
∫
∂St
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA+
−
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
2DAN +N−1d0NA −N−1NBdBNA
)
dvA+
+
∫
∂St
√
γDANdvA +
∫
St
√
γN−1DANDAN dv =
=
∫
St
d(
√
γDAN dvA)−
∫
St
√
γN−1DANDAN dv +
∫
∂St
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA+
−
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
2DAN +N−1d0NA −N−1NBdBNA
)
dvA+
+
∫
∂St
√
γDANdvA +
∫
St
√
γN−1DANDAN dv =
=
∫
∂St
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA −
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
N−1d0NA −N−1NBdBNA
)
dvA
(5.13)
In the case of AF solutions the quadratic term in the shift does not contribute and one obtains
Q′AF [~m] =MmADM +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
√
γN−1d0NA dvA (5.14)
The extra current C ′[~m] is now controlled by the shift only, since it does not depend on the
derivatives of the lapse, contrarily to C ′[~n]. However, it may be non-zero even for asymptotically
flat metrics owing to the term d0N
A.
Again under BoMAF assuptions the extra current is generic: Q′BoMAF [~m] ≡ Q′[~m] as given by
(5.11).
We can now easily obtain again the result of [11] by computing the boundary Hamiltonian
H = Q′[∂0]:
H = Q′[~m] +Q′[ ~N ] = 1
2κ
∫
∂St
HRT +
1
2κ
∫
∂St
C ′[~m] + C ′[ ~N ] (5.15)
where we defined the Regge-Teitelboim boundary Hamiltonian
HRT =
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA + 2
√
γ
(
KC
A
· −KδAC
)
NC dvA (5.16)
and the extra current
C ′[∂0] := C ′[~m] + C ′[ ~N ] =
√
γN−1
(
NBdBN
A −NAdBNB
)
dvA (5.17)
In fact, one has:
2κH =
∫
∂St
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA −
∫
∂St
√
γN−1
(
δ0N
A −NBdBNA
)
dvA+
+ 2
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
KC
A· −KδAC
)
NC dvA +
∫
∂St
√
γN−1
(
δ0N
A −NAdlN l
)
dvA =
=
∫
∂St
√
γN
(
3uA
)
dvA + 2
∫
∂St
√
γ
(
KC
A· −KδAC
)
NC dvA+
+
∫
∂St
√
γN−1
(
NBdBN
A −NAdBNB
)
dvA
(5.18)
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The full Hamiltonian receives a (vanishing on-shell) bulk contribution from the Hamiltonian
constraints, a contribution from the Regge-Teitelboim boundary Hamiltonian (see [10]) as well
as a boundary contribution from the extra current C ′[∂0] (see [11]). The extra current can be
controlled only by spatial derivatives of the shift. This extra term vanishes for AF solutions,
but if the metric does not meet the fall off prescription for asymptotically flatness, as in the
case of BoMAF, these corrections still guarantee the correct results. We shall see this below in
an example.
To summarize, we have shown how the standard ADM mass and momentum can be obtained
from Noether theorem, associated to ~n (or ~m) and ~N , respectively, provided some extra hy-
potheses are imposed; one can cancel the extra terms using a matched reference or using the
pseudotensor (5.1) when hypotheses (stricter than asymptotical flatness) are imposed. The
Hamiltonian is a particularly lucky case since in that case asymptotical flatness is sufficient for
ADM mass and momentum as well.
Before considering examples, we shall show how asymptotically flatness becomes in fact suffi-
cient if one requires ∂0 to be a Killing vector. The Killing equations for ξ = ∂0 ≡ ~m + ~N are
hence


∇0ξ 0 +∇0ξ 0 = 0 ⇒ d0N = 0
∇0ξ i +∇iξ 0 = 0 ⇒ DiN +N kKki −
(
DiN +K i·kN
k
)−N−1δ0N i = 0 ⇒ d0N i = 0
∇jξ i +∇iξ j = 0 ⇒ D(jN i) +NK ij = 0 ⇒ d0γij = 0
(5.19)
For ξ = ∂0 we have


∇0ξ 0 = −N−1
(
δ0N +N
kDkN
)
= −N−1d0N
∇jξ 0 = DjN +NkKkj·
∇0ξ i = −
(
DiN +Ki·kNk
)
−N−1δ0N i
∇jξ i = DjN i +NKij
(5.20)
If Killing equations hold true, then the time–derivatives of the lapse and the shift vanish and
AF is enough to control the extra currents in the mass and in the momentum.
Of course in case of BoMAF hypotheses, extra control on the terms quadratic in the shift is
needed.
We stress, however, that we did not use all Killing equations to obtain control; hence also here
the vector ξ = ∂0 does not need to be necessarily Killing, while this is certainly a sufficient
condition.
Moreover, with specific solutions, one could also do better than this. For example, for a
specific solutions and foliations the shift may happen to fall off faster than prescribed, which
in particular allows to obtain control on all these quantities.
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6. Examples
As long as different prescriptions for conserved quantities give the same result they of course
enforce one another and the choice is a matter of taste which may depend on easy calculability
or on how strictly they implement fundamental principles. In the previous Section we presented
a number of sets of hypotheses which ensure, in different situations, that standard expressions
for ADM are recovered from covariant conservation laws. However, one should not be too fond
on standard expressions, expecially outside the scope in which they have been derived.
When different prescriptions provide different results one can really judge which one, if any, is
still valid and which one is not. Here we shall consider the Schwarzschild solution in different
coordinates and apply all the above prescriptions and compare them. Let us remark here that
Schwarzschild is one of the relatively few cases in which the Newtonian limit is quite well–
understood and one can make a comparison with classic definitions. Hereafter we shall use
Maple Tensor package (see [31]) for explicit calculations.
The Schwarzschild metric in pseudo-Cartesian coordinates (t, x, y, z) reads as
g = −f 2(r)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + 2m
f 2(r)r3
(xdx + ydy + zdz)2 (6.1)
where we set f 2(r) = 1− 2mr and r2 = x2+y2+z2. We are here considering the spacetime region
with r > 2m; the ADM foliation is given by the projection on coordinate time t and fibers are
St = {x0 = t}. The boundary region where we shall perform all integrations is the space infinity
r → ∞. We have the normal unit vector ~n = f−1(r)∂0; which means lapse N = f(r) and zero
shift ~N = 0. The extrinsic curvature is Kij =
1
2N ∂0γij ≡ 0.
The corresponding standard ADM mass and momentum (4.32) are
MnADM = mN
−1 r→∞−→m
MmADM = m
r→∞−→m
PADM ≡ 0
(6.2)
The corrected ADM prescription (5.3), (5.11), (5.7) are:
Q′[~n] = mN−1 − 14mN−1
r→∞−→ 34m
Q′[~m] = m r→∞−→m
Q′[ ~N ] = PADM ≡ 0
(6.3)
The Hamiltonian (5.15) gives:
H =MmADM + PADM = m r→∞−→m (6.4)
since the shift is zero.
The reference metric can be chosen to be the limit of (6.1) for m→ m0, i.e.
gˆ = −f 20 (r)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 +
2m0
f 20 (r)r
3
(xdx + ydy + zdz)2 (6.5)
where we set f 20 (r) = 1 − 2m0r . This is of course Minkowski metric when m0 = 0. The two
metrics match at r → ∞. They define the same asymptotic lapse and shift. The augmented
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conserved quantities (3.1) are
Q[~n] r→∞−→ 34 (m−m0)
Q[∂0] ≡Q[~m] r→∞−→m−m0
Q[ ~N ] ≡ 0
(6.6)
All this is quite standard; we are in quasi-Cartesian coordinates and with an asymptotically
flat solution. The shift is zero and ∂0 is a Killing vector. All hypotheses made above are met
and all prescriptions presented above agree. Notice that one has Eˆ[~m] = 0, while one has
Eˆ[~n] = −DˆA
(√
γˆN−1DˆAN
)
which accounts for the fact that the pseudotensor for ~m behaves
better than the pseudotensor for ~n. In any event the augmented conserved quantity produces
the correct result.
The bulk contribution for ξ = ~n of the reference metric is:
Eˆ[~n] =
√
γˆ
(
γˆAB£~nωˆ
0
AB +£~nωˆ
A
0A − Rˆ
)
dv =
=
√
γˆ
(
N−1
(
γˆABδ0KˆAB − DˆADˆA· N
)
+N−1δ0Kˆ −N−2DˆANDˆAN
)
dv =
=
√
γˆ
(
N−1
(
δ0Kˆ + 2NKˆABKˆ
AB − DˆADˆA· N
)
+N−1δ0Kˆ −N−2DˆANDˆAN
)
dv =
=
√
γˆ
(
N−1
(
2δ0Kˆ + 2NKˆABKˆ
AB
)
− DˆA
(
N−1DˆA· N
)
− 2N−2DˆANDˆAN
)
dv
(6.7)
Considering that KˆAB = 0 and that, even under the milder assumption of BoMAF, the term
−2N−2DˆANDˆAN falls off like r−2−ǫ one has that Eˆ[~n] = −DˆA
(√
γˆN−1DˆAN
)
. This is, in view
of Stokes theorem, a boundary contribution and it was exactly responsible for the deviation found
in Q′[~n]; see (6.3).
For ξ = ~m one has
Eˆ[~m] =
√
γˆ
(
γˆAB£~mωˆ
0
AB +£~mωˆ
A
0A − Rˆ
)
dv =
=
√
γˆ
(
γˆABδ0KˆAB −N−1δ0NKˆ + δ0Kˆ +N−1δ0NKˆ
)
dv =
=2
√
γˆ
(
δ0Kˆ +NKˆABKˆ
AB
)
dv = 0
(6.8)
where we used the fact that the extrinsic curvature is vanishing.
Let us now check what happens when we consider different coordinates. In view of the gen-
eral covariance principle (moreover, in its weaker formulation about passive changes of coordi-
nates) one would expect reasonable physical quantities to be unaffected, provided the coordinate
change is globally defined in the same integration domain (as it will be in all cases considered
hereafter). The Schwarzschild metric in standard (quasi-polar) coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) reads as
g = −f 2(r)dt2 + f−2(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (6.9)
with f 2(r) = 1− 2mr . The relation with previous quasi-Cartesian coordinates reads as

t = t
x = r sin(θ) cos(φ)
y = r sin(θ) sin(φ)
z = r cos(θ)
(6.10)
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We are here considering again the spacetime region with r > 2m; the ADM foliation is given as
above since we did not change coordinate time. We have the normal unit vector ~n = f−1(r)∂0;
which means lapse N = f(r) and zero shift ~N = 0. The extrinsic curvature (being a tensor) is
again zero. The corresponding standard ADM mass and momentum (4.32) are
MnADM = −rN r→∞−→ −∞
MmADM = −rf 2(r) r→∞−→ −∞
PADM ≡ 0
(6.11)
Since these are not tensor objects it is no surprise that their values are different from the
corresponding quantities in quasi-Cartesian coordinates.
The corrected ADM prescription (5.3), (5.11), (5.7) are:
Q′[~n] = −rN − m4N
r→∞−→ −∞
Q′[~m] =MmADM r→∞−→ −∞
Q′[ ~N ] = PADM ≡ 0
(6.12)
In fact the contribution of the reference metric (also form0 = 0) in polar coordinates is definitely
non–zero; on the contrary, it scales as r
r→∞−→∞, and, in view of its relation with augmented
conserved quantities, one does not expect Q′[ξ] to be meaningful or finite in these coordinates.
The Hamiltonian (5.15) gives:
H =MmADM r→∞−→ −∞ (6.13)
since the shift is zero. If one keeps considering the reference contributions then one obtains the
expected finite result for the Regge–Teitelboim Hamiltonian also in these coordinates.
The reference metric can be chosen to be the limit of (6.9) for m→ m0, i.e.
gˆ = −f 20 (r)dt2 + f−20 (r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (6.14)
where we set f0(r) =
√
1− 2m0r . This is of course Minkowski metric when m0 = 0. The two
metrics match at r =∞. This reference induces the same lapse and shift at the boundary ∂St.
The augmented conserved quantities (3.1) are
Q[~n] r→∞−→ 34 (m−m0)
Q[~m] r→∞−→m−m0
Q[ ~N ] ≡ 0
(6.15)
Here the corrected conserved quantity E and C[~n] still provide the expected result despite
standard ADM expressions fail since their hypotheses are not satisfied. In these coordinates
the reference contribution cannot be neglected since uˆαµν is not zero; in fact it diverges on the
boundary. This explains why MnADM , M
m
ADM , Q′[~n] and Q′[~m] diverge. Since ∂0 is a Killing
vector and the shift is zero, one can expect Q′[~m] = MmADM . Finally, covariance accounts for
the fact that augmented conservd quantities are the same as in quasi-Cartesian coordinates.
We can now change again coordinates and choose
 τ = t+
√
2m
∫ √
rdr
r − 2m
x = r sin(θ) cos(φ)
{
y = r sin(θ) sin(φ)
z = r cos(θ)
(6.16)
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In these new coordinates (τ, x, y, z) the Schwarzschild metric reads as
g = −dτ 2 + δij
(
dxi ±
√
2m
r3 x
idτ
)(
dxj ±
√
2m
r3 x
jdτ
)
(6.17)
where r2 = (x1)2+(x2)2+(x3)2. Since we changed coordinate time we are now using a different
foliation τ = constant. In this case we have N 2 = 1, γij = δij and N
i = ±
√
2m
r3 x
i. This
shift does not meet the fall-off prescription usually required for AF, while they meet BoMAF
prescriptions though with some extra parity conditions. Notice that the shift vector is still
time-independent. The extrinsic curvature is now
Kij = ∓
√
2m
r3
(
δij − 3
2
xixj
r2
)
(6.18)
Of course, K is a space tensor and does not depend on coordinates, but now that we are
changing ADM foliation it refers to other space manifolds in M .
Since the space metric is γij = δij and N = 1, the quantity
3ukij vanishes and we find{
MnADM =M
m
ADM = 0
PADM
r→∞−→ 2m (6.19)
Again no much surprise that we get different results since these are conserved quantities mea-
sured by different observers.
When extra currents are taken into account one gets for the mass
Q′[~n] = Q′[~m] =
∫
∂St
√
γN idiN
kdvk
r→∞−→ − m
4
(6.20)
while for the shift
Q′[ ~N ] = PADM −
∫
∂St
√
γN kdiN
idvk
r→∞−→ 2m− 3m
4
=
5m
4
(6.21)
This recovers the Hamiltonian found in [11]
H = −m
4
+
5m
4
= m 6=MmADM + PADM (6.22)
which is correct. Notice that the extra currents are essential for getting the correct result;
without extra currents the Regge-Teitelboim boundary Hamiltonian would produce wrong result
MmADM + PADM = 2m, according to the fact that the metric expression (6.17) is not AF.
The reference can be chosen as
gˆ = −dτ 2 + δij
(
dxi ±
√
2m0
r3 x
idτ
)(
dxj ±
√
2m0
r3 x
jdτ
)
(6.23)
This defines the same lapse and shift at space infinity, and for m0 = 0 it reduces to Minkowski.
Augmented conserved quantities associated to ~n = ~m and ~N and the reference (6.23) for
m0 = 0 are: 

Q[~n] = Q[~m] r→∞−→ − m
4
Q[ ~N ] r→∞−→ 5m
4
(6.24)
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Again augmented conserved quantities reproduce the correct mass, momentum and Hamilto-
nian, also in this case when the solution is not asymptotically flat. The augmented conserved
quantity associated to ∂τ = ~m coincides by definition with the Hamiltonian.
Here we are outside the scope of the definition of ADM quantities. In the chosen coordinates
the solution is not manifestly AF. If we accept as a coherence check thatH =MmADM+PADM , the
standard ADM quantities define the Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian density which is manifestly
affected by an anomalous factor problem. On the contrary, the corrected ADM quantities (Q′[~n]
and Q′[ ~N ]) define the expected Hamiltonian with no anomalous factor. Moreover the corrected
ADM quantities coincide with the value of the augmented conserved quantities which once again
provide the correct result in a covariant way that, in the form (3.1), is even independent on the
foliation machinery.
7. Conclusions and Perspectives
The ADM mass and momentum of Schwarzschild spacetime are obtained as Noether quantities
associated to particular symmetries. We found that ADM mass is associated to the normal unit
vector ~n of the foliation, while ADM momentun is associated to the shift ~N . This is true in
pseudo-Cartesian coordinates, but it remains true also in pseudo-spherical coordinates provided
one uses a matched reference to suitably compensate the infinities. Notice that the prescriptions
based on pseudotensor here fail.
The relation of ADM pseudotensor with covariant conservation laws allows us to trace exactly
which hypotheses are needed to reduce the covariant quantities to the ADM pseudotensor.
These hypotheses include also the definition of preferred observer (the one associated with the
frame ea used as symmetry generators). ADM conserved quantities emerged as the covariant
quantities measured by those preferred observers, accounting explicitly for non-covariance.
The extra hypotheses required emerge from the need of cancelling terms which one wish to
get rid of. We pointed out that different terms can be cancelled using different techiques: by
restricting symmetry generators to Killing vectors or by cancelling contributions from dynamical
fields with contributions from reference field (which in this case are required to match) or by
restricting asymptotic behaviours.
All these techniques are legitimate in particular contexts. However, we stress that when one
discusses conserved quantities from a fundamental viewpoint one cannot forget that a generic
solution in GR has no Killing vector to be used and different asymptotics provide different
equally physically legitimate sectors of the theory. Of course Killing vectors or asymptotic
behaviours can be used in specific situations, though matchings, when viable, provides in our
opinion a preferred, generic, covariant tool.
Future investigations will be devoted to consider if the standard treatment inspired to SR
and energy-momentum tensors can be reproduced for ADM quantities and one can take advan-
tage from the techniques developed for covariant conservation laws (for example to discuss the
relation between energy-momentum tensors and Hilbert stress tensors; see Appendix A).
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Appendix A. Conservation Laws in Special Relativity
In Special Relativity (SR) the standard treatment of conserved quantities is based on structures
which do survive when one tries the extension to GR. The same simple notion that 4-momentum
is a Lorentz vector cannot be extended in any way to GR. This can be easily seen by tracing
the procedure of SR using the language to be used in GR; in other words we can try and
regard SR as a special solution of GR with the Minkowski metric g = η which being flat is
trivially a solution of Einstein equations. We stress that this is equivalent to treat Minkowski
spacetime as a Lorentzian manifold (which happens to be isometric to R4) instead of using its
affine structure. Accordingly, one should systematically mind the difference between points in
M and its tangent vectors.
For simplicity, we shall consider a Klein-Gordon (KG) matter field; this is simpler than the
general case but it is sufficient to simply make most of our points. KG scalar field is a section
of the configuration bundle M × R with coordinates (xµ, φ). The KG Lagrangian is
Lm =
√
g
2
(
φµφνg
µν −m2φ2) (A.1)
where φµ = ∇µφ denotes first derivatives of KG field. The momentum densities are
pµν =
∂Lm
∂gµν
= 12 (
√
gφµφν − Lmgµν) pµ = ∂Lm
∂φµ
=
√
gφµ· p =
∂Lm
∂φ
= −√gm2φ (A.2)
The variation of the matter Lagrangian reads as
δLm =
√
g
2 Hµνδg
µν + Eδφ+∇µ (pµδφ) (A.3)
where we defined the KG tensor density
E = p−∇µpµ = −√g
(
φ+m2φ
)
(A.4)
which represents field equations E = 0 for the KG field (thus, by definition, it vanishes on-shell);
the Hilbert stress tensor H is defined by pµν =
√
g
2 Hµν . It is defined to be a symmetric tensor.
When one couples to gravity in GR, matter acts as a source of gravitational field through Hµν .
In literature this is often called the energy-momentum tensor while we shall use that name for
a different quantity coming from Noether theorem which only in special cases (one of which is
in fact KG matter field) coincides with the Hilbert stress tensor.
One can prove the covariance identity which holds true for any spacetime vector field ξ
∇µ (ξµLm) =
√
g
2 Hµν£ξg
µν + p£ξφ+ p
µ£ξφµ (A.5)
which can be easily proved by simply expanding Lie derivatives
£ξg
µν = − (∇µξν +∇νξµ) £ξφ = ξαφα £ξφµ = ξα∇µφα +∇µξαφα (A.6)
The covariance identity can be recasted as ∇µEµ[ξ] = −
√
g
2 Hµν£ξg
µν − E£ξφ by a suitable
covariant integration by parts where we set
E[ξ] = Eµ[ξ] dsµ = (pµ£ξφ− ξµLm) dsµ = √gT µα ξα dsµ (A.7)
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for the Noether current. The tensor T µα is more appropriately called energy momentun tensor;
we shall comment later about its relation with Hµν .
In a general SR situation this Noether current is not conserved; in fact one has E = 0 on-shell
but H 6= 0, so that one has
dE[ξ] =
√
g
2 Hµν£ξg
µν (A.8)
This extra term on the right hand side is the direct consequence of the fact that Minkowski
metric in SR does not obey field equations and it is instead imposed as a freezed structure on
spacetime. In GR one couples with gravity, Hilbert Lagrangian contributes by a further term
which, together with matter contribution, factorize Einstein-matter field equations and they
together vanish on-shell. This cancellation cannot be obtained in SR. However, if one restricts
to consider Killing vectors for the metric (i.e. £ξg = 0) then the right hand side vanishes and
Noether current is conserved. In this case one can define the conserved quantities
Q[ξ] =
∫
St
E[ξ] =
∫
St
T 0αξ
αdv (A.9)
which are conserved since the Noether current is conserved (this time not because of field
equations though thanks to Killing equation). In Cartesian coordinates, for ξ = ∂0 one defines
the energy P0 = Q[∂0], while for ξ = ∂i one defines the momentum Pi = Q[∂i]. Of course, there
are infinitely many Cartesian coordinate systems. Lorentz transformations change Cartesian
coordinates the quantities Pµ = (P0, Pi) transform as a Lorentz vector. However, let us stress
that Pµ are integral quantities which are not associated to any particular point of Minkowski
space. It is only using the affine structure of Minkowski space that one can define a free covector
~P = Pµdx
µ; this is not a vector field (the components are numbers not functions) nor a tangent
vector to some point of Minkowski. It is only in view of integrability of parallel transport on
Minkowski (which holds true iff the metric is flat) that one can define constant vector fields to
be identified with free vectors. We stress that on a generic Lorentzian manifold there is nothing
like that.
The properties of energy-momentum tensor are obtained by considering the identity (A.8).
Expanding both sides one gets

∇µT µα = 0
T µα = H
µ
α ⇒
{
T[µα] = 0
T(µα) = Hµα
(A.10)
In this way one can prove that the energy-momentum tensor T is conserved, it is symmetric
and it coincides with the Hilbert stress tensor.
For more general matter fields (e.g. the electromagnetic field) the Noether current is in the
more general form
Eµ = √g (T µα ξα + T µβα ∇βξα) (A.11)
The conservation law implies then on-shell

T (µβ)α = 0
T µα +∇νT µνα = Hµα
∇µT µα = 0
(A.12)
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where we used the fact that in Minkowski spacetime covariant derivatives commute. Again
we have conservation, but the energy-momentum tensor and the Hilbert stress tensor differ
considerably. The second item, however, provides the relation between these two tensors in
terms of the higher order tensor T µνα (which is skew in [µν]).
One can integrate (A.11) by parts
Eµ = √g(T µα −∇βT µβα )ξα +∇β(
√
gT µβα ξ
α) =
√
gHµαξ
α +∇β(√gT µβα ξα) (A.13)
which in view of antisymmetry defines the superpotential (which is vanishing for KG La-
grangian)
U =
√
g
2 T
µβ
α ξ
αdsµν (A.14)
The superpotential defines conserved quantities as boundary quantities and controls the relation
between the energy-momentum tensor and the Hilbert stress tensor; in particular it tells us how
to build a symmetric tensorHµν out of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν which is not symmetric
in general.
To summarize, one cannot expect to be able to define anything like a 4-momentum tensor, nor
to control its transformation rules with respect to Lorentz transformations (which are not even
defined in GR). Of course, in the case of AF solutions, one can repeat the SR argument at infinity
where one can define asymptotic Cartesian coordinates, asymptotic Lorentz transformations,
asymptotic Killing vectors and asymptotic free Lorentz covariant 4-momentum covector. On
the other hand, in GR general covariance considerably improves conservation laws which hold
in general without any need of requiring Killing vectors.
Appendix B. Frequently Made Comments about Conservation Laws in GR
Covariant conservation laws are not conservation laws
This argument goes back to Einstein who also gave a physical explanation of non-covariance
in term of equivalence principle and interaction energy; see e.g. [32] page 126.
When the argument is expressed as a general statement (Covariant conservation laws cannot
be conservation laws) it is wrong and based on a wrong understanding of what one should mean
by “covariant conservation laws”.
In fact, it is obvious that in order of having a covariant conservation law the current E must
be an object for which covariant derivative is defined, i.e. a tensor or tensor density object.
Applying the argument to pseudotensors is based on a wrong definition of covariant derivative.
If Eµ is a tensor then of course covariant conservation law is not a continuity equation (due
to the connection term which acts as a source). However, if the current is a tensor density of
weight 1, i.e. E = √gEµdsµ, then the covariant derivative must be modified by a further term
originated by the density character
∇ν (√gEµ) = dν (√gEµ) + Γµλν
√
gEλ − Γλλν
√
gEµ (B.1)
This last terms is needed to make ∇ν
(√
gEµ) a tensor density. The covariant conservation laws
is thence
∇µ (√gEµ) = dµ (√gEµ) + Γµλµ
√
gEλ − Γλλν
√
gEµ ≡ dµ (√gEµ) (B.2)
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exactly a continuity equation (we are assuming a torsionless connection).
In other words, this argument instead of ruling out covariant conservation laws, does in fact
show how one should require currents to be vector densities, i.e. (m − 1)-forms. By the way
(m− 1)-forms is what Noether theorem naturally produces as currents.
Conserved quantities must be expressed by pseudotensors since they are not ob-
server invariants
Of course, energy is not observer invariant nor covariant; also in Special Relativity it is the
zero component of a 4-vector, namely the 4-momentum vector. In Appendix A we summarized
the standard treatment of (Lorentz) covariance of the 4-momentum in SR, stressing the issues
which will turn meaningless when passing to GR. The very notion of a Lorentz free vector is
tricky to be extendend to GR.
In any event, aiming to a covariant prescription for conserved quantity does not mean to obtain
an invariant (or covariant) quantity. Covariant quantities do in fact depend on the observer since
different observers evaluate them along different vector fields and integrate them along different
spatial submanifolds; see [25]. Moreover, in view of augmented variational prescriptions (see
[12]) different observers may choose different backgrounds (see [24] and [25]) and different
control variables (see [8]).
We stress once again that integrating generic pseudotensor objects does explicitly depend on
coordinates and hence it directly contradicts the general covariance principle (not only manifest
general covariance good looking rule). Of course this does not completely rule out pseudotensor,
but requires that when pseudotensors are used an explicit fixing of coordinate gauge and a
physical motivation for it should be provided. Just in the same way as in electrodynamics one
can use the wave equation, but just after defining Lorentz gauge and showing that one can
perform Lorentz gauge fixing in the generic situation.
Killing vectors are necessary to define covariant conservation laws
They are not. Komar superpotential was originally defined for a timelike Killing vector but it
defined a strong conservation laws for any spacetime vector field; that is E = 2∇µ
(√
g∇αξµ) dsα
is always covariantly conserved; see [13]. This is quite strightforward to be proved directly and
indipendently of any theoretical approach.
Augmented conserved quantities provide a whole set of examples of strong conservation laws
which can be applied when no Killing vector exists. The Hilbert Lagrangian is generally co-
variant, it is hence natural to expect a conservation law attached to any symmetry generator,
i.e. to any spacetime vector field.
The “myth” of Killing vectors was originated by a continuous deformation of arguments used
in SR, where the metric structure is fixed and hence it must be preserved. This is exacly what
GR left behind of SR and why GR is a more fundamental framework than SR.
Of course GR expressions can be often simplified if a Killing vector is assumed, but in view
of the general covariance principle one cannot rely on it at a fundamental level. Just as for
pseudotensors it can be used in special situations but not in the generic case when there is no
Killing vector at all.
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Matching with the reference is the same as asymptotical flatness
This is not the case. Asymptotical flatness is a stronger request than the matching with
Minkowski. Asymptotic flatness requires particular fall off constraints (which by the way are
coordinate dependent) while matching simply requires that the metric becomes the reference
metric at the boundary, with no particular fall-off required.
Appendix C. Different routes from covariant conservation laws to ADM
Let us here summarize the relation between the different quantities defined above.
Augmented Conserved Quantities
Q[ξ] see (3.1)
ADM decomposition of ACQ
Q[~n] see (4.25),
Q[~N ] see (4.27),
Q[~m] see (4.30)
Relative ACQ
C˜[ξ] see (4.31)
Standard ADM Quantities (ADM)
C[ξ] see (4.32)
No reference (NRCQ)
Q′[ξ] see (5.1)
ADM decomposition of NRCQ
Q′[~n] see (5.3),
Q′[~N ] see (5.7),
Q′[~m] see (5.11)
Corrected ADM CQ
Q′AF [~n] see (5.6),
Q′AF [~N ] see (5.10),
Q′AF [~N ] see (5.14)
H
see (5.15)
HRT
see (5.16)
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(C.1)
Let us just remark that, for example, Q[~n] depends both on the metric and the reference.
However, if one simply forgets about the reference contributions to Q[~n] (as in the spirit of
pseudotensors where quasi-Cartesian coordinates are chosen in order to kill the contributions
from the reference) then Q′[~n] is not obtained. In fact, in computing Q′[~n] we first performed a
number of cancellations between metric and reference terms and then forgot about the reference.
Forgetting about the reference at first leaves some metric contributions uncanceled. In other
words, we could say that making the ADM decomposition and forgetting about the reference
are two “non-commuting operations”.
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